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The Employment lmplications of the lnformation Society:
Experiences from the Member States
lntroductlon
The 1990s saw an exponential growth in the number ofpublica-
tions on new information and communication technologies (ICT)
and the creation of a global information society (IS). This develop-
ment was accompanied by an increasing interest in the issue
among policy-makers, particularly at the European level, who
perceived a great potential for increasing competitiveness,
innovation, economic growth and employment creation. The
question of how to harness the potential of new ICTs was ad-
dressed by the Maastricht Treaty, which accords particular
attention to the creation of trans-European networks in telecommu-
nications. The White Paper on Growth, Compertfiveness and
Employment devotes a chapter to the discussion of the potential of
the information society for improving the performance and
competitiveness ofEuropean industry and for opening up new
service markets.
The European Summit in Brussels in December 1993 commis-
sioned Martin Bangemann, European Qommissiqnq for Energy
and Telecommunications, to prepare a report on specific measures
to be taken into consideration by the Union for the development of
infrastructures in the sphere of information. The report (see p.4) is
equally optimistic about the employment creation potential of the
'new industrial revolution' which it argues is currently under way.
Recommendations focus mainly on aspects of market liberalisation
and on measures to encourage the globalisation of ICT networks.
However, among the general optimism, there is also a recogni-
tion that the costs and benefits of technological changes are likely
to be distributed unevenly. The debate on the implications for
employment of new technologies is by no means new, dating back
to the dawn of the industrial revolution. Technological innovations
which foreseeably offer a multitude of applications always inspire
great optimism about competitive advantages and employment
opportunities but widespread fear is also generated that these
innovations will undermine the livelihood of many workers whose
skills are becoming obsolete. While techology provides a catalyst
for these innovations, their shape is by no means predetermined,
but is conditioned by the social, economic and political forces
prevalent at the time.
This Bulletin seeks to assess the progress of the IS in the 15
Member States and whether the Commission's optimism with
regard to the employment creation potential of new ICTs is
mirrored at the national level. The SYSDEM correspondents in
each country have looked for literature that has focused on the
employment impact of the IS*. Their brief covered the overall
balance of expected employment creation and loss, the sectoral and
geographical distribution of new employment opportunities, as
well as the nature of these new jobs. Another significant focus is
the impact of the IS on working conditions and rights to employ-
ment and social protection, particularly in the case of teleworking.
Technologlcal Development and lts lmpact on Member
State Economles
The level of diffusion of ICT applications and networks varies
greatly between countries and regions ofthe European Union. The
distribution of employment directly and indirectly related to ICTs
is Iowest in Portugal, Greece and Spain where the application of
these technologies remains limited to a small number of sectors (ie
banking, commerce and services). In all three countries, there are
fears that this technology gap will lead to a further marginalisation
of their economies and to rising unemployment. Technology
policy is seen to play an important role in rectifying this situation,
but there continues to be a lack of public and private sector
investment in R&D.
Although Italy is further advanced in terms of ICT diffttsion,
concerns remain overjob losses, as the country's economy
continues to rely primarily on traditional manufacturing industries.
Italy also suffers from a substantial internal technology discrep-
ancy between north and south.
Even in those Member States with high levels of ICT diffusion,
regional discrepancies remain (ie the UK, Sweden). However, the
regional dimension can sometimes be attributed to the geographi-
cal distribution of those sectors where the application of ICTs is
most prevalent (ie banking, insurance and services), or to the cost
of extending telecommunications networks into the remoter areas
of Europe.
Among the countries with the highest levels of ICT diffusion in
Europe are Sweden, Finland, Germany, the UK, France and the
Netherlands. Even in these countries, the outlook on the employ-
ment impact of the information society is not entirely optimistic
and it is argued that much investment and an increase in the
competitiveness of European ICT companies is required if jobs in
the industry are not to be endangered in the medium and long-
term.
The Employment lmpact of the lnformatlon Soclety
Over the last 5-10 years, European labour markets have experi-
enced a substantial degree of change against a backgroud of
persistently high unemployment. These changes include a sectoral
and regional redistribution of employment, a greater variety and
flexibility of employment relationships, and considerable institu-
tional developments including the decentralisation of collective
bargaining. The IS should be seen as amplifying these changes
(rather than directly contributing to them).
There have been attempts to determine the overall (quantita-
tive) employment effect of the introduction of new technologies in
the European Union up to the year 2A05 (Gerstenberger, Golinelli
andVogler-Ludtoig, 1991: see p.30). Findings of this modelling
exercise showed a potential for job creation of 3.3 million in the
ICT production sector (disregarding substitution effects) subject
however, to the achievement of improvements in Europe's
competitive position. It is clear that the IS will lead to substantial
sectoral redistributions. Jobs are being lost, in particular, in the
traditional manufacturing industries and therefore certain regions
are being disproportionately affected. The material from the
southern European Member States shows a fear of a widening of
the gap between the core and peripheral regions ofEurope. It can
also be argued that the declining cost and the improvement of ICT
networks Euro-wide could lead to greater cohesion if it is accom-
panied by appropriate education and training measures. Sectoral
restructuring also has important implications for education and
training systems if the movement of job opportunities between
sectors is not to lead to the exclusion from the labour market of a
large number of individuals.
Teleworklng
The Commission considers teleworking to be one of the prime
means by which new ICTs can be harnessed to transform and
generate employment. An attempt was therefore made by a number
of studies to quantify the extent to which this potential is currently
realised and to identify any obstacles.
The exact defintion of teleworking used is important in
attempts to measure the extent to which this form of working is
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being used in the different Member States. No standard definition
is currently applied in all Member States and there is a lack of
statistical data on the application of this form of working in the
Member States. Available material indicates that even if one were
to apply the most common defintion of teleworking (distance
working using ICTs), and incorporate all of the different forms of
activity that this could take (electronic home working, telecot-
tages, neighbourhood centres, mobile or nomadic working, group
or team teleworking and drop-in centres and remote offices), its
application remains very limited, even in those countries charac-
terised by high levels of ICT diffrrsion.
The slow growth of teleworking opportunities is attributed to
organisational problems with managers who are apprehensive
about losing control of workers in remote work sites. Some
countries have actively encouraged teleworking; in France, for
example, an initiative in 1992 aimed to encourage companies,
administrative bodies and local authorities to develop such forms
of working. More than 150 projects were funded under this
initiative, aimed mainly at promoting job creation in rural areas.
The Finnish government has also instituted a number of initiatives
fostering teleworking, as national research has shown a Iowering
of stress levels and an improvement in the content of work among
teleworkers. Other Member State governments remain ambivalent
towards teleworking, due to the unresolved legal siruation in which
teleworkers fi nd themselves.
A futher problem associated with teleworking is the breakdown
between private life and the sphere of work which can cause stress,
although some studies from Scandinavia indicate that stress can
actually be reduced by the introduction of teleworking. Much
therefore depends on the manner of implementation of this form of
working and the Commission document, Follow-up to the White
Paper: Teleworking and the Informal Sector, provides a variety of
interesting case studies from different Member States.
Soolal lnclusion and Exclusion
The detrimental impact of the spread of information technologies
on those societies and individuals who are unable to master or
access them is exemplified in the case of Portugal. Indeed, the
Portuguese National Literacy Study (p.35) shows how the debate
on the IS pales into insignificance in the context ofconcern about
the lack of even the most basic reading and writing skills amongst
alrrnost 507a of the population.
While the IS has the potential to generate job opportunities for
gtoups previously excluded from employment (for example certain
types of disabled people and women), through remote working and
tele(home)working, a lack of training provision could serve to
amplify their exclusion. Older workers in particular are likely to
face difficulties reintegrating into the labour market if no provision
is made for lifelong training and retraining. A lack of ICT diffu-
sion and access to training opportunities can therefore not only
lead to the further marginalisation of disadvantaged geographical
areas, but also of already vulnerable groups.
Education and Tralnlng
The IS poses serious challenges for education and training systems
in the Member States. In order to prevent the exclusion from the
labour market of those who are unfamiliar with new technologies,
a concerted effort is required to update curricula and to invest in
lifelong training. Training is especially important for managerial
staff, particularly those in charge of supervising remote workers,
The problems of managing remote workers are key factors
hindering the advance of this form of working.
There are substantial divergences in the availability and quality
of faining provision between different Member States and regions
of Europe. The efficiency and quality of the Scandinavian system
ofIT training is high. In Finland such training has been available
at all levels ofthe education and training system since 1985, and is
coupled with a programme of related training for teachers. How-
ever, as systems are becoming more and more user friendly, there
is also the possibility of a growing gap between those who are able
to master the basic applications of II technology and those with an
in-depth understanding of its functions.
Equal Opportunltles
Women are generally considered to be among the main beneficiar-
ies of the increasing flexibility of the labour market and of the
increasing opportunities for carrying out work away from employ-
ers' premises. Flexibility enables women to combine childcare
with employment but a number of objections can be raised against
this approach; flexibility could diminish attempts to achieve a
more equal distribution of work inside and outside the family and a
more adequate provision of childcare facilities. The Austrian
material in particular draws attention to the fact that the quality of
jobs created is of paramount importance. There is a general
consensus that while some of the new jobs created will require
highly skilled staff, many of the jobs indirectly related to ICTs wilt
be low skilled and low paid. Particularly in the service sector the
latter jobs are likely to be taken up by disadvantaged women and
other vulnerable groups which will do nothing to improve their
positions in the labour market.
Collectlve Organisatlon and Bargalnlng
There is a widespread fear that traditional forms of collective
organisation and bargaining will be further undermined by moves
towards more decentralised forms of working. This is another
example of technology amplifying trends that have been underway
for a number of years which favour the decentralisation and in
some cases even the individualisation of bargaining. Some
Member States have been moving in this direction for some time,
the UK being the prime example, but even countries previously
characterised by high levels of centralisation are experiencing
change. This is particularly problematic against the background of
increasing employer reluctance to conclude standard employment
contracts which is highlighted by the Irish contribution and is in
evidence in a large number of Member States. There are fears
among trade unions that teleworking will be used to enhance this
trend.
lmpact on Employment and Soclal Protection Rlghts/
Worklng Conditlons
A matter of particular concern in a number of Member States (ie
Austria, Germany) is the lack of specific provision for teleworkers
in current employment and social protection legislation: telework-
ers may not fit into the defintion of the standard employment
relationship which would afford them a certain degree of protec-
tion. The proliferation of new forms of self-employment is seen by
representatives of workers' interests as a cause for alarm in a
number of Member States (ie Germany, Ireland). In order to
prevent the abuse of teleworking for the purposes of distorting
competition and evading employment protection legislation, it is
argued that a comprehensive standard of social regulation should
be developed (Mlinek, 1995, see p.9).
Another grey area in current legislation is the maintainance of
recognised health and safety standards in remote workplaces and
there are also issues relating to the design of work areas and access
to the relevant authorities to maintain standards.
* Despite an extensive search for dmumentation, we were unable to find aly documents
which dealt specifically with the employment implications of the Information Saiety
in Luxembourg. However, dmuments in the Intemational Sources section of this
Bulletin do include information on Luxembourg.
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Building a European lnformation Society
A review of international sources on the development of the Informafion Society
and the proliferation of teleworking
Europe and the Global lnformatlon
Soclety - Recommendatlons to the
European Councl! (Bangemann
Report)
cEc (1ee4)
The question ofhow to harness the poten-
tial of a rapidly developing Information
Society was considered by the Maastricht
Treaty, devoting particular attention to
trans-European networks in transport, tel-
ecommunications andenergy sectors. The
idea of introducing trans-European tel-
ecommunications networks was discussed
atthe Brussels summit in December 1993.
This summit commissioned Martin
Bangemann, European Commissioner for
Energy and Telecommunications, to pro-
duce a report aimed at increasing the
awareness among Member States of the
need to develop such networks, by de-
scribing the opportunities that could be
generated for European society by so-
called information supe rhi ghw ay s.
Bangemann's conclusions are that a
new industrial revolution (based on in-
formation and telecommunications tech-
nology) is under way and that this revo-
Iution will create jobs. Apart from their
positive impact on employment, the op-
portunities offered by information net-
works should make it possible to create a
more humane society. Information net-
works have the potential to provide a
better quality of life; offer new ways for
creative people to express themselves;
minimise the disadvantages of remote-
ness and isolation where certain regions
are concerned; improve the efficiency of
public services and increase economic
activity, chiefly by increasing the supply
of services and the hardware associated
with them.
The report acknowledges that the man-
agement of changes in the working envi-
ronment will require close co-operation
between the social partners, but fails to
identify possible structural dislocations
and considers it outside its scope to com-
ment further on the social challenges
arising from the Information Society.
The report's recommendations focus
mainly on aspects of market liberalisa-
tion and other measures to encourage the
globalisation of networks. [t stresses that
the European Union should put its faith in
market mechanisms for the creation of an
'Information Society' for all instead of
relying on public subsidy and finance.
The Bangemann Report was presented
to the European Summit in Corfu, where
a plan of action was laid down. The
Council of Telecommunications Minis-
ters decided to accept the general princi-
ple that the provision of telecommunica-
tions infrastructures should be liberal-
ised on 1 January 1998. In addition, it was
agreed that a regulatory framework would
be set in place before I January 1998 to
ensure: the provision and financing of a
service available to all; rules for inter-
connection; the definition of the terms of
licences and the procedures for awarding
them; equivalent and effective access to
markets, including markets in third coun-
tries and fair competition. The Commis-
sion were requested to submit proposals
relating to this regulatory framework to
the Council and the European Parliament
before 1 January 1996.
Available from: Commission of the European
Communities, Directorate General XIII, 200 rue de
la Loi, B-1049 Brussels. All EU languages except
FI and SV.
Bulldlng the European lnformatlon
Soclety for Us All - Flrst Reflections
of the HIgh Level Group of ExPerts
cEc (1ees)
This document represents the first in-
terim report of the High Level Group of
Experts (HLEG) which was established
in May 1995 to look at the social and
societal aspects of the Information Soci-
ety (IS). The report aims to inform dis-
cussions between different European In-
stitutions and external experts, in view of
the preparation of a final policy report to
be presented in May 1996.
The HLEG tried to rise above the
discussion on the diffusion of ICTs by
distinguishing between the notion of in-
formation and the need for knowledge.
Instead of merely looking at the trans-
mission of information, it focuses on
ways in which information can be con-
verted into useful 'knowledge', to enable
the 'information economy' to become a
'knowledge based economy'. At the core
of its approach lies a rejection of simplis-
tic approaches which perceive technol-
ogy either as all good or all bad. While
HLEG welcomes the potential for em-
ployment creation and the improvement
of the quality of life brought about by
technological advances it stresses that
nothing is predetermined;indeed there is
now, more than ever, a demand for policy
to intervene, to ensure this potential is
harnessed to the benefit of all society.
Crucially, the HLEG acknowledges that,
as with most innovation, both costs and
benefits are unevenly distributed.
The authors argue that there could, in
future, be different models of Informa-
tion Societies, just as there are, today,
different models of industrialised soci-
ety. The yardstick for measurement is the
degree to which IS innovation avoids
social exclusion and creates new oppor-
tunities for disadvantaged people. The
report stresses that as the White Paper on
Growth, Competitiveness and Employ-
ment (1994) underlined the importance
of the social dimension, a strong ethos of
solidarity should also prevail in the Euro-
pean Model of the Information Society.
The authors acknowledge that this will
not be easy to achieve since the tradi-
tional structures of the welfare state will
have to undergo substantial change.
The HLEG highlights the significance
of learning and acquiring knowledge as a
life-long process, and advocates a dy-
namic concept of a 'learning' rather than
an 'information' society. Continuing edu-
cation and training are seen as imperative
to enable individuals, and particularly
those starting from very low levels of
skill (including those born prior to the IT
revolution) to remain integrated in the
labour market and all other areas of so-
cial life.
Industrial, sectoral and regional poli-
cies will equally attain increasing impor-
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tance as the balance of social costs and
advantages shifts, bringing job destruc-
tion as well as job creation. The report
perceives great challenges in the process
ofadjusting to the IS at sectoral level, at
finn level, at the level of individual skills
and occupations, and within both the
public and private sectors. Changes are
also likely in work organisation, as the
need for flexibility increases. As the IS
coincides with wholesale changes in Eu-
ropean economies and labour markets,
oppornrnities for the exploitation of the
potential of IS crucially depend on the
congruence between the technological,
economic and social dimensions. The
authors stress that societal structures
which are being built now will be in place
for a long time, and social policy there-
fore merits equal if not more weight than
economic policy in determining the ap-
proach to the IS.
While the IS has the potential to cre-
ate a large number of highly qualified,
knowledge-intensive jobs, new technolo-
gies also present a threat to employment.
The burden of adjustment will be diffi-
cult to bear for a substantial section of
unskilled workers, who could become
further marginalised as a result. ICTs
may also affect service employment,
which has been a traditional employment
'reservoit' in most industrialised coun-
tries and today represents over two thirds
of total employment in the EU.
The IS may also reinforce the trend
towards the decentralisation of work
which can undermine traditional struc-
tures oftraining and quality control. Tech-
nological innovation leads to a more rapid
rate of obsolescence of skills and there-
fore, almost inevitably, to more involun-
tary early retirements. Work could in
future become more casual (ie temporary
and fixed-term contracts), with inevita-
ble effects on employment and social
protection. Traditional structures of
worker representation are also being un-
dermined by the increasing spatial sepa-
ration between employment and em-
ployer.
On a more personal level, the
destructuring of work, family and leisure
space, and particularly the bluning of the
borrrndaries between work and non-work
can cause stress and confirsion. While the
decentralisation of work offers new op-
portunities for social integration at the
local community level, the increasing
replacement of human contact with
telepresence and electronic communica-
tion (in work and consumption) can lead
to more social isolation.
Regional policy intervention will be
required to prevent the peripheral re-
gions, which currently have a far less
developed telecommunications infra-
structure, from losing out any further.
The authors advocate a targeted approach
to infrastructural support with the assist-
ance of the Structural Funds and other
policy instruments. The provision of tech-
nical education and training in these ar-
eas is equally important and here, as
everywhere else, the full potential of the
new media needs to be harnessed.
The report also includes informative
and thought-provoking sections on the
impact of the IS on health, culture and
media and democracy, and concludes
with apresentation of the HLEG's vision
of the future of the Information Society.
Interim report of the High Level Group of
Experts on the Social and Societal Aspects of the
Information Society. Available from: CEC, DGV/
B/5, Secretariat ofthe High Level Group ofExperts,
Rue de la Loi 200, B- lM9 Brussels. This report can
also be accessed via the Internet at the following
address: http://www.ispo.cec.bey'hleg/hleg.htrnl. EN,
FR,DE.
Soclal Europe: Follow-up to the
Whlte Paper - (A) Teleworking, (B)
The lnformalSector
cEc (1ses)
This document, published as a supple-
ment to the CEC's Social Europe series,
looks at teleworking and the informal
sector. Both sectors were identified in the
Commission's White Paper, Growth,
Competitivenes s and Employment (1994)
as areas where specific policies could be
developed in order to increase the em-
ployment intensity of growth. These two
reports were commissioned, as part of the
CEC's follow-up to the White Paper, to
investigate recent developments, exam-
ine social aspects and provide policy
recommendations. Part A of the publica-
tion was compiled by a leading UK ex-
pert on teleworking (Huws).
The CEC hopes that this contribution
will raise awareness of the wider impli-
cations of teleworking for employment
policy, particularly in the context of the
recently adopted Medium-Term Social
Action Programme (1995-1997) (see
Bulletin 23,p.2). This Programme envis-
ages the presentation of a communica-
tion on the social and health and safety
implications of telework. Of equal rel-
evance is the pending Community action
on flexibility in working time and secu-
rity for workers which was initiated in
1995 under the Maastricht agreement on
social policy as a successor to the draft
atypical work Directives.
Echoing the recommendations of the
Bangemann Report (see p.4), teleworking
is rated as one of the prime means by
which innovations in ICTs can be har-
nessed to transform and generate em-
ployment. The author lists a number of
ways in which teleworking can fulfrl this
role. Firstly, the technologies involved in
teleworking themselves can form the basis
ofnew industries and services. Secondly,
the introduction of teleworking can im-
prove the productivity of existing enter-
prises thus rendering them more com-
petitive. New forms of collaboration be-
tween SMEs, are also possible, allowing
SMEs to pool information in a more cost-
effective way. Thirdly, teleworking can
help bring about a spatial redistribution
of work within Europe, facilitating the
relocation of work to economically de-
prived regions, assisting in the diversifi-
cation of local economies and halting the
further decline of rural areas. Fourthly,
teleworking can facilitate the restructur-
ing of working hours, thus making it
easier to introduce part-time working,
job-sharing and other flexible forms of
work. It is seen as presenting employ-
ment opportunities for many disadvan-
taged groups including certain groups of
women and disabled people who were
previously unable to gain access to jobs
due to time, mobility and other con-
sffaints. Lastly, it is argued that new
technologies can bring about improve-
ments in the qualiry of life through the
introduction of new services and envi-
ronmental improvements.
However, the widespread introduction
of teleworking in the general context of
increasing the flexibility of labour markets
can be a mixed blessing since it is likely
to incur high social and economic costs,
unless appropriate measures are taken to
mitigate them. Teleworking can also lead
to the disintegration of collective worker
organisation and the exclusion of an ever
increasing proportion of the population
from the social dialogue, thus further
undermining traditional forms of
collective bargaining. In addition, the
uncertain position of teleworking in
national and transnational systems of
employment protection and social
security legislation, and the
precariousness of many of the jobs based
on teleworking could lead to economic
insecurity and attendant social problems.
The increasing division of the labour
force into a core ofrelatively secure and
well-rewarded workers and a 'periphery'
of insecure and low-paid workers could
lead to the exploitation of vulnerable
groups in the labourmarket, and areversal
of the progress towards equal
opportunities. A transfer of such low-
skilled, low-paid employment to areas on
the periphery of Europe would only serve
to exacerbate regional inequalities. There
are also possible negative effects arising
from the social isolation resulting from
home-based working and the physical
interference of work in family life. Health
and safety andtraining issues alsobecome
more difficult to monitor and manage in
the remote workplace.
Definitions of teleworking vary which
then influences any assessment of
teleworking in the EU. The report argues
that there are five different variables: the
location of the remote work-site, the con-
tractual relationship between the em-
ployer and the remote worker, the pro-
portion of working time involved in
teleworking, the exclusivity of the rela-
tionship with the employer and the use of
information technology.
A review of current practice groups
teleworking into home-based telework-
ing, mobile teleworking, teleworking on
remote sites controlled by the employer,
teleworking from telecottages and
telecentres, and the development of
telematic links between organisations.
Under each of these headings, the report
provides examples of current practice
and outlines the advantages and disad-
vantages of particular forms of telework-
ing, which very much reflect the issues
outlined above. Teleworking can be
shown to have an impact on, and there-
fore require responses from a number of
areas of policy making. These issues are
outlined in the final part of the report,
which also provides suggestions for ac-
tion. Again, the extent and nature of
interventionrequired depends on the form
of teleworking employed.
According to the author, the introduc-
tion of a numberof measures is necessary
to ensure that teleworking contributes
positively to regional development. To
ensure success and prevent a de-skilling
of labour, education and training need to
be very much at the top of policy-makers
agendas' which must include specific
training for the managers of teleworkers.
In order to increase rather than diminish
progress towards equal opportunities,
targeted measures are required. Policies
to combat social isolation are closely
linked to the provision of support for
collective organisation and bargaining
for a geographically dispersed workforce.
An amendment of the regulatory frame-
work covering employment and social
protection is required to ensure that
teleworkers are covered by the same rights
as on-site workers. The legislator is also
called upon to ensure high standards of
health and safety, as well as equitable
rates of pay for teleworkers.
The telecottage movement which
originated in Scandinaviaisreceivedposi-
tively. This movement is beginning to
show positive, albeit small, effects on
many rural economies since it avoids
many of the problems inherent in other
forms of teleworking. A number of
telecottages, and other teleworking ini-
tiatives receive support from the Struc-
tural Funds and other Community initia-
tives. The author calls for a further explo-
ration of these options as well as the
establishment of research into good prac-
tice to foster an inter-European learning
process.
Available from: Office for Official Publica-
tions of the European Communities, L-2985 Lux-
embourg. EN, FR, DE.
Review of publications from
the European Foundation tor
the lmprovement of Living and
Working Conditions
The European Foundation for the Im-
provement of Living and Working Con-
ditions has been conducting research on
the employment and societal impact of
the information society for more than ten
years and has produced a large number of
reports and practical guides. The Foun-
dation commissioned its first study on
teleworking in 1982183. Telework: Im-
pact on Living and Working Conditions
looks at case studies of teleworking from
France, the UK, the USA and ltaly. To-
day, this report is mainly of historical
significance, as the technology involved
has evolved very rapidly.
A report on Women and Environ-
ments plblished in 1985 looks at the
difference in attitudes towards
tele(home)working between men and
women and the practical and psychologi-
cal implications of this form of working,
using the experiences of 62 teleworkers
in five countries. The case of IBM in
Germany is often heralded as good prac-
tice. [n 1991 tBM's Works Council con-
cluded an agreement which gave all per-
manent employees the option of working
from home. In 1995 the Foundation pub-
lished a report charting the experiences
at IBM entitled Telehomework Case
Study: Empirical Study on the Condi-
tions and Effects of Telehomework. T\e
report highlights the positive and nega-
tive aspects of teleworking. The positive
response of most employees to this inno-
vation is attributed to the meticulous
preparations which preceded the intro-
duction of the teleworking option and
which involved employee representatives
at all stages.
The Views and Standpoints of the
Social Partners and the Worlcforce and
the P otentinlfor Dec entralised Electronic
Working in the European Office influ-
ence the success of such arrangements
and were assessed in a paper published
under this title in 1985.
The collection of expertise in the
analysis of teleworking case studies led
to the production of Telework: A Practi-
cal Guide in 1994. The guide provides a
checklist ofthe issues, benefits and prac-
tical steps which need to be considered
when introducing teleworking. The Guide
is directed at managers, employees and
employee representatives.
The work of the Foundation has also
covered other aspects ofthe Information
Society such as Telemedicine, the Elec-
tronic Home, and the impact of the Infor-
mation Society on urban and regional
development. Other reports provide more
theoretical and philosophical assessments
of the 'invasion' of ICTs into every sphere
of our lives.
Relevant documentation is available from:
The European Foundation for the Improvement of
Living and Working Conditions, Loughlinstown
House, Shankhill, Co. Dublin, Ireland:
. Telework: Impact on Living and Working Con-
ditions. EN.
. Telework: Women and Environments. EN.
L i.l
Telework: The Views and Standpoints of the
Social Partners and the Workforce and the Po-
tetrtial for Decentralised Electronic Working in
the European Office. DE, EN.
The Electronic Home: Social Impact of
Telemedicine at Home. EN.
The Electronic Home - Interactive Telecommu-
nications for the Future. EN.
Telematics in Medicine: Reconnecting Health.
EN.
L'impact de la Domotique sur les Fonctions
Urbaines (The Impact of Domcstic Automotion
on the Function of Urban Centes).FB.
. Telelifestyles and the Flexicity. EN.
. Telework: A Practical Guide. EN.
. Flexispace/lVlobility of Work. DE, EN.
. Telehomework Case Study: Empirical Study on
the Conditions and Effects of Telehomework.
DE, EN.
Other relevant documentation is available from
CEC, DGXIIL 200 rue de la Loi, B- 1049 Brussels:
. White Paper on Growth, Competitiveness, Em-
ployment. The challenges and ways into the
2lst Century, Chapter 5 (Brussels,5 December
1993)
Europe's Way to the Information Society - An
Action Plan (Brussels, l7 July 1994)
Committee of the Regions: Opinion on "Eu-
rope's Way to the Information Society: and
Action Plan" (Brussels, I -2 February 1995)
G7 Information Society Conference (Brussels,
May 1995): Chair's Conclusions
Theme Paperon Universal Service Issues (Brus-
sels, 24 November 1995)
A two day international conference on future labour market and
social policy, Labour Market 2000 for People with Disabilities,
will take place on 2l-22 October 1996 at the Palais des Congrds,
Brussels. The objective of this conference is to point out ways of
enabling people with disabilities to participate fully in working
life and thus in social life over the next millennium. The current
labour market situation in Europe and the position of the social
partners will be analysed, and employment issues and opportuni-
ties will then be presented from the viewpoint of international
organisations (the ILO and the UN) and organisations of persons
with disabilities. There will also be a poster exhibition showing
the achievements of organisations of and for people with disabili-
ties with regard to employment.
For further information please contact: ICSA Conferences, I rue
Defacqz, 8-1000 Brussels. Belgium. Tel: +322 537 4608;Fax: +322
537 4800.
An international conference, Exclusion from Work. London -
Berlin - Paris - New York is to take place on 13-15 November
1996, in London. Within each of these four cities there are
accumulated experiences of initiatives and policies, undertaken
by a wide range of agencies, which attempt to deal with the direct
and indirect consequences of unemployment. This conference
intends to look at what can be learnt from what has been done so
far. It also proposes to discuss what the responsibilities are ofthe
social forces including central and local government, business,
trades unions, the voluntary and community sector, and other
agencies, and it stipulates the need for a more rigorous analysis of
the causes and nature of exclusion from employment which can
influence policies and practice.
For further information please contact: Bob Townley, LEPU, South
Bank University, London Road, London SEI 0AA, UK. Tel: +44 l7l
815 7798; Fax: +44 l7l 815 7799;E-mul:. aaronos@sbu.vax.ac.uk
The key to success is through continuous learning and the devel-
opment of a lifelong learning culture. To celebrate and recognise
achievements in the European Year of Lifelong t earning, North
Nottinghamshire TEC is organising a conference Learning for
Life, which will take place in September 1996 in London. It aims
to disseminate early project findings through 'witnesses' - indi-
viduals and organisations; to offer case studies and a tool kit to
support the development of Lifelong Learning strategies for
individuals and organisations; and to offer a suggested model
which is both visionary and practical.
For further information please contact: Touchstone Exhibitions &
Conferences Ltd.,4 Red Lion Street, Richmond-upon-Thames, Surrey
TWg lRW, UK. Tel: +4 l8l 3320044;Fax:. +44 l8l 3220874.
The Technologr Transfer and Innovation Conference aims to
encourage innovation in industry and commerce, particularly
small or medium-sized enterprises, and to identify means of
successful implementation by: demonstrating good practice in
innovation; examining models of effective Continuing Profes-
sional Development, including the accreditation of work-based
learning, and the relationship between them and the innovation
process; and highlighting developments in science and technol-
ogy and considering how they may be translated into improved
processes and products. It will be held at Queen Elizabeth tr
Conference Centre, London on 1-3 July 1996.
For further information please contact: TTI'96 Conference Secre-
tariat, Hillside House,79 London Street, Faringdon, Oxon SN7 8AA,
UK. Tel: +44 1367 242822: Fax: +44 1367 242831; E-mail:
tcd@dial.pipex.com
A new conference and exhibition, Managing Economic Transi-
tion - Skills and Strategies for the New Market Economies,
will take place on l-3 October 1996 at the Palais des Congrds,
Brussels. It is being held under the patronage of the European
Training Foundation (an independent agency of the European
Union based in Turin, Italy), to promote the successful transfor-
mation of the economies of Central and Eastern Europe and
Central Asia. Keynote speeches at plenary sessions will be given
by leading statesmen and government members. There will be
ample (ie Germany, Ireland) opportunity for delegates to partici-
pate actively in the debate through a series of focus sessions.
For further information please contact: Touchstone Exhibitions &
Conferences Ltd., 4Red Lion Street, Richmond-upon-Thames, Surrey
TW9 IRW, UK. Tel: {-44 181 3320044;Fax +44 l8l 3220874.
The 1996 Annual Conference of the European Association of
Labour Economists (EALE) will be hosted by Greece and will
take place at the Mediterranean Agronomic Institute of Chania
(MAICH), Crete on 19-22 September 1996. The Conference will
be organised by The Centre of Planning and Economic Research
(KEPE), Athens.
For firrther information contact: Dr Nicholas P Glytsos, I<E,PE,22
Hippokratous St., 106 80 Athens, Greece. Tel: +30 I 361 447S;Fax:
+30 I 361 1136.
I
I The editor would like to receive full details of any forthcomingI conferences, seminars and workshops.
I
I Please send information to the SYSDEM Analysis Unit, ECOTEC
I Research and Consulting Ltd., Priestley House, 28-34 Albert Street,I Birmingham, 84 7UD, UK. Tel: + M l2l 616 3600; Fax: + 44 l2l 616I ross.
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The Employment
lnformation Society:
Abstracts and Comments
from the Member States
Austria
lmplications of the
Telearbelt. Vorschldge zur Gestal-
lung (Teleworklng. Proposals for its
Deslgn)
KOLM P, KRAL.BAST C, TALLAFUSS W (1995)
Employment lmpacl
This paper by the Union of Salaried Pri-
vate Sector Employees (Gewerkschaft
der Privatangestellten) presents
teleworking as a double-edged sword.
On the one hand it is seen to generate
enonnous possibilities for rationalisation
and associated job losses, while on the
other hand it could open up avenues for
job creation in new service industries.
The net result remains unclear. Equally
uncertain is the outcome in terms of the
nature of the jobs created. The union
expects teleworking to be characterised
by a high number of low skilled, low paid
jobs. The union also sees scope for this
decentralised form of working becoming
an option for an increasing number of
highly qualified and well paid staff, com-
manding above average overtime remu-
neration, who need to be available around
the clock.
Moves towards the expansion of tel-
eworking are seen to present a potential
danger for some already disadvantaged
groups such as older workers and those
with low levels of qualifications. It does,
Austria I
Denmark 11
United Kingdom 12
Belgium 15
Spain 17
lreland 27
Federal Republic of Germany 29
France 31
Italy 33
Portugal 35
Sweden 37
Finland 40
Greece 42
The Netherlands 43
(Luxembourg is covered in the documentation
included on pages 4-6)
however, present opportunities for the
integration of disabled people and other
groups such as prisoners.
Effects on Worklng Condltlons
The widespread view that teleworking is
particularly attractive to women because
it gives them the oppornrnity to combine
childcaring and household responsibili-
ties and supplement the household in-
come, is seen to pose an inherent threat to
the creation of gender equality in the
distribution of domestic responsibilities.
There are also concerns that demands for
more adequate provision of public
childcare facilities will be neglected. The
union therefore argues that teleworking
should be combined with targeted assist-
ance projects for women.
The key problem with teleworking
for the purposes of labour law is per-
ceived to be the separation from the stand-
ard employment relationship, ie the divi-
sion of work carried out inside and out-
side the employer's premises. There is
therefore a danger that existing legally
binding standards of social and employ-
ment protection could be undermined.
The union demands that the decision
to telework must be reversible at the
employee's request. To ensure that nec-
essary vocational skills are constantly
updated the union calls for the granting of
one weeks educational leave per year for
all employees, as well as the provision of
special training measures for teleworkers.
The removal of the spatial barrier
between work and leisure time has poten-
tially harmful effects on the private life
of teleworkers in relation to sickness,
time off for caring responsibilities, holi-
days and dismissal. It is argued that
teleworkers with salaried employee sta-
tus should have the same rights to social
protection in cases of accident, sickness,
occupational invalidity and retirement.
However, the delimitation between lei-
sure time and accidents at work or on the
way to work, poses legal problems.
Also to be resolved are issues such as
determining how the home is to be
equipped for teleworking, who is to bear
the costs of adaptations and to what ex-
tent there is a right of access to ensure
health and safety regulations are being
observed.
The method of accounting for hours
worked could also pose problems and
there is a danger of overtime not being
fully compensated. Liability in the case
of damage being caused to equipment is
also problematic, since typical
teleworkstations are more accessible to
third parties than the ordinary office or
plant environment.
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In addition, the loss of social interac-
tion available to individuals in the stand-
ard working environment often causes
isolation and stress. An increase in
teleworking could also lead to a loss of
workplace solidarity, making the effec-
tive enforcement of individuaUcommon
demands much more problematic.
Available from: Gewerkschaft der hivatan-
gestellten, Deutschmeisterplatz 2, A-1013 Wien.
Dn.
Telearbeit. DIe sozlale Dlmenslon
(Te lewo rkl ng. The Soc I al
Dlmenslon)
MLINEK B (1995)
This report was drawn up by researchers
at the Workers' Chamber, (Arbeiter-
kammer) Vienna within the framework
of a Community-wide research project
commissioned by the CEC and the Euro-
pean Foundation for the lmprovement of
Living and Working Conditions. The
author argues that the effectiveness of
teleworking as a means to create employ-
hent is open to question, as in the short-
term, the increasing introduction of tel-
eworking will lead to job losses in certain
Sectors. Only in the long-term can posi-
tive employment effects be expected.
Since telecottages and other telematics
projects create only a few jobs, no reli-
able estimate can be made of their impact
on job creation.
There are currently no reliable data
on the scale of teleworking in Austria,
but it can be assumed that it remains
concentrated in sectors where the appli-
cation of information and communica-
tion technologies (ICT) is already far
advanced, ie in Universities and other
research institutions, banking and insur-
ance and the IT sector. Among employ-
ees of hardware and software companies,
demand for teleworking is high, but the
ambiguous legal situation of teleworkers
has prevented employee represeniatives
from demanding a push towards the de-
velopment of such forms of work organi-
sation.
So far, there have been no official
consultations between the social partners
on the issue of teleworking. Employers
and trade unions are still in the process of
framing their positions. A special com-
mittee at the Ministry of Social Affairs,
on which the social partners are repre-
sented, is currently looking at proposals
to make atypical employment relation-
ships subject to statutory social insur-
ance.
There is currently no legal regulation
of teleworking in Austrian labour and
social legislation. It therefore remains
within the remit of individual contracts
of employment to lay down rights of
access, employer obligations to part-fi-
nance the necessary adaptation of the
home to create a suitable workspace, and
arrangements for the reimbursement of
accommodation, energy, telephone and
travel costs. One of the few positive
rights in this area is the right of works
councillors to be consulted on the intro-
duction of new technologies.
The author outlines the three possible
forms that an "employment relationship"
based on teleworking can take. The legal
status of salaried teleworking employees
and self-employed teleworkers is in many
ways the mostclear-cut. The formercom-
mand the same rights, for the purposes of
labour law and statutory social insur-
ance, as other salaried employees work-
ing on the employer's premises; the latter
are neither personally nor economically
dependent on one employer and are there-
fore subject only to contract and business
law. l,ess clear is the position of workers
falling into neither of these categories.
Mlinek argues that in order to prevent
the abuse of teleworking for the purposes
of distorting competition and evading
employment protection legislation, it is
important to develop certain standards of
protection which are also applicable to
certain groups of self-employed individu-
als.
A comprehensive standard of protec-
tion set at international level is also seen
to be desirable.
Available from: Kammer fiir Arbeiter und
Angestellte fiir Wien, Prinz-Eugen-Str. 20-22,
A-lM0Wien. DE.
Bruck an der Leltung. Studle zur
Telematlklnltlatlve des Linder
Nleder6sterrelch. Pllotprolekt
Telearbeltszentrum In Bruck an der
Leltha (Bruck on-llne. Report on the
Teleworklng lnltlatlve of the Land
Nlederflsterrelch. Pllot Prolect ln
Bruck an der Leltha)
G.I.V,E-ZENTRUM FOR SOZIALE INNOVATION,
IBM CONSULTING GROUP, FORSCHUNGS-
STELLE FUB SOZIALOKONOMIE AN DER
OSTERREIcHIScHEN AKADEMIE oER wIssEN-
SCHAFTEN (UNPUBLISHED)
This study found that only a fraction of
the activities currently carried out in
telecottages can be described as telework.
Training provision, seminar organisation,
the use of workscations for accounting
purposes, the renting out of office space
and so on are characterised by elements
of our traditional understanding of work.
However, it is exactly these activities
which currently ensure the survival of
telecottages, since so far, there has been
little interest among private and public
The swpe aN uffll*atlon rate of tnfomation afid @mmufilcf,tton technolqtw fl0fs) irt
puffiio and prtuals $ecforiasr&rfiprrs ln Austria ie limited. Its cunent use is ltmited ta pilot
praiacts tn laryar companlw and olher inifialiyes saaklng to asss$s the vtablltty af
telewo*ing in tfia less devetaped rural arcag ol edstefi Au{fria, Such praJects seek to
eilabttshheopprtunities, llmttatlonsandconditlonsforsuccessoffllose technologles,
Dua to the experlmanH nature of developmenfs fu this area, tharo ls a pauclty of
rellahledataonthgcunsfitafidtuturalw*tollCTonernployment Mostconmsntatorc
agraoffiatthenatresultof lobcraatlonutdorlossra#,rlliflgfromthaproliferaionof lCTs
wlll depand haavlff on the organlsafiond and leglstafiw framswo* appltod.
Reglane whtch arc cu$ofitly very dawdent on one or only a few econamh $ocloriB
could benefrtlf wokwaeshlltad f,wayfron urbancanurbatlons, oril emplaynentwerc
tabeganerated asa resuftof theext*nsionotcommunicationnetwo*s. Haw@veq such
mive? also $eate inroads tor comwtitors from other raglons, wlth negattve fewra$-
slons for Mal lndusttt*B and services.
An expansion of teleworking h also seen to have a potentlally negattua lmpact on
working andltions, lt is feared that thts expanslan witl lead ta an lncreaelng proliferatlon
otnon-staMardempliJlmenttelaflonshlpsoltaflngllmlt#enfiaynentandwialpr"otec-
tlon rtghta. Unlons and the Wakers' Chamber (Arbetterkammar) are partlcularly eon-
cemad Io avold neg#ve reperausslone in thwe araas,
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sector employers to decentralise jobs in
this manner.
Telecottages are set up to counteract
the decline of rural areas and, with the
use of ICTs, connect them to urban con-
urbations. However, experiences from
pilot projects are so far too limited to
allow a meaningful assessment of their
economic impact on structurally weak
areas.
Therefore, telematics initiatives have
to be judged on their impact on the social
fabric of the regions. The widely varying
nature of Austrian telecottages highlights
the influence of local political, economic,
and socio-cultural factors on the way
their potential is being harnessed. The
main services currently offered by
telecottages are education and training
provision, marketing, information and
other miscellaneous services.
Contrary to popular belief, the study
argues that the increasing use of technol-
ogy poses a threat of rural areas becom-
ing urbanised, rather than leading to the
creation of a "global village". While this
process enables smaller enterprises to
increase their sales activities outside their
own region, it obviously allows competi-
tors to do the same. The introduction of
information technologies can therefore
lead not only to the creation, but also to
the loss of jobs. So far there is no evi-
dence that telecottages have had a sub-
stantial impact on the creation or decen-
tralisation of employment.
Reglonal economlc analysls of the
telecottage Bruck
The study looked at the potential impact
of the telecottage at Bruck in
Niedertisterreich, which is aiming to pro-
vide the residents of a new residential
area with an entirely new structure of
employment and communication.
The telecottage is designed to pro-
vide employment opportunities outside
the family setting but at the same time
close to home. To achieve this it offers
not only the necessary technical equip-
ment but also other associated services.
The payment of a fee allows individuals
access to a workstation.
The telecottage offers employment
oppornrnities to individuals working in a
variety of different fields, regardless of
their employer. This is intended to pre-
vent social isolation and seeks to provide
an environment for mutual encourage-
ment and support.
The new development is situated on
the outskirts of the town. However, in
order to achieve maximum accessibility,
and increased visibility a more central
location would have been desirable. A
survey of employers and employees
showed that5-8Vo ofjobs are seen to lend
themselves to teleworking. Employee
demand for such working arrangements
outstripped this potential supply, stand-
ing at l5-25%o. In the long-term there is
the potential for the creation of 70 jobs.
The availability of the telecottage
boosts the quality of one location, but at
the same time the lack of such provision
in other areas makes existing regional
disparities even more marked. To pro-
vide more peripheral regions with such
facilities, economies of scale demand a
co-ordinated effort on the level of re-
gional policy making. This also helps to
create incentives for private investors. It
is more likely that telecottages will be
concentrated in larger rural settlements
because the limited public resources will
not allow for a comprehensive provision
of such facilities in all rural areas.
The study concludes that telecottages
are unlikely to have a significant impact
on local economies and labour markets.
Local tax revenue is forecast to increase
by a mere 0.l%o in Bruck as a result of
having a telecottage. An additional 50
jobs will be created in the regional labour
market and the decentralisation of jobs
from Vienna or St Ptilten add up to a
saving of 320,000 km of travel per person
per year.
Other positive effects are forecast.
The telecottage has its own nursery and
therefore allows more women with chil-
dren to work full-time. It is argued that
the use of modern ICT equipment will
lead to improved levels of qualifications
among the workforce. It also makes such
new technology available to a wider pub-
lic and therefore fosters innovation in the
areas of technology, work organisation
and also social life.
The telecottage in Bruck can be seen
as a pilot project for future telematics
initiatives. Assuming another 2l
telecottages of a similar size can be lo-
cated all over the Land Niederdsterreich,
the annual volume of trafFrc would be
reduced by O.lVo.
Available from: G.I.V.E, Jedlerseerstr.T5, A-
1210 Wien. DE.
Other references
Gewerkschaft der Privatangestellten, Abtei-
lung Automations- und Arbeitsgestaltung (Ed)
(1 995) Telearbelt: Problem oder L6sung
(Teleworklng: Problem or Solutlon) Ge-
werkschaft der Privatangestellten, Deutsch-
meisterplatz 2, A-1013 Wien. DE.
Millard J, Jensen-Butler C, Ducatel K,
Miles I, Aichholzer G, Cas J (1995) AD-
EMPLOY. Employment Trends Related to
the Use of Advanced Communlcatlons.
Synopsls Report ITA- lnstituteof Technol-
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Wien. EN.
HochgernerJ, Leeb C (1995) Telematlkan-
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SMEs) Zentrum f0rsoziale lnnovation (ZSl),
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arlslng from Telecommunlcatlons) W I FO
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ffi Denmark
F&r danske vlrksomheder noget ud
af EF-projekter? (Do Danlsh Flrms
Beneflt trom thelr Partlclpatlon ln
EC-Projects?)
VENDELo M T, CHRTSTTANSEN J K (1991)
This paper presents an evaluation of the
participation of Danish companies in the
ESPRIT programme and assesses the
possible benefits drawn from this partici-
pation. Whereas other evaluations have
concentrated on macro-effects, this study
deals with micro-effects, ie effects at the
firm level. The evaluation looked at the
experiences of six different companies.
In-depth interviews were carried out with
those actively involved in the programme.
The most important positive effects
of participation in the ESPRIT prograrnme
appear to have been the establishement
of networks and contacts, which are sub-
sequently used for participation in new
prograrnmes, exchanges of information
and so on. However, it also emerges that,
compared with other objectives, the crea-
tion of networks was not among the main
priorities ofcompanies. The authors stress
that these networks are essential for in-
temational co-operation and for the es-
tablishment of development and innova-
tion processes within the firm. It is there-
fore argued that despite the limited im-
mediate commercial results, participa-
tion in transnational research and infor-
mation based programmes carries major
benefits for the individual frm.
Available from: Copenhagen School of Eco-
nomics and Business Administration, Howiuvej
60, 2000 Frederiksberg. DA.
lndustrlel innovatlon I Danmark
(lndustrlal lnnovatlon ln Denmark)
KRTSTENSEN A (1 991 )
This report includes the findings of a
study, (initiated by the Ministry of Edu-
cation and the Directorate for Industry
and Trade) which looked at the capacity
for innovation and the use of innovatory
technology and practices in the achieve-
ment of technological change in Danish
industry. It has three main sections, the
fust of which describes the theoretical
background for the analysis, highlighr
ing different theories of innovation. The
Much ol the Danl$,h litMatu$ f6f,usss an fiie issue af the development of an apryopdata
pollcy responee to the prollterafron of information artd communication technologies
(lCTs). lt i* argued that tn order to enable rcmpaniesto hamesl the tull potenilal of these
lnnovafroos, lt is lmpartant to have a cleady targeted information palicy to foster lnlep
com pany and lnter-sactarul leamln g and tech n olagy trun sfe r.
The stwlias by Krlstansen, and Vwdela and Chlstlansen look at pathways forthe
dttfusionof tachnologlelinnovatlons. AlthoughthestudybyKrtstensen ts sllgtttlydated,
Itafferslnteresttnginsightslntoertsfrngnetworksof exchangnbetweancornpanies inthe
fourseclorsdeflned.Carcem ls ralsedoverthefaetthatonlyan6 sectorcundttlyseems
to be able to exploitfutly such netwot{<s, and information on research from otherfirms and
instltutions. There is therefore sean to be a need for policte* to provide supprt for the
establl*hmsnt of researoh and intarmation natworks.
Th6 €tudy by V*ndelo and Cfirlstiansen also focuses on the imwfiaflc, of wth
natvtodrs to achievo lnnovatlan ln lhe long-tem, lt is relevant because of its research
methadologyandbecauseithighligh*thetmponanceolparilclpailoninCEGsponsard
lnltiatlvaeaimedattosteingnetworksaf informafronexalnnge.Th6tachnlcalcapaa'tyof
ths individual par#elpant is srressed as a crucial tactor for wccee$ or fai//we of thts ki*d
of *operaffon,However,therasearchefsentltuslasmmustnotconcealthelactthatthay
weremuchmoreposftiveafuttthewtcomwatDantsboompanles'parfrcipatloninlhese
s#.wmesthanthecompantesthamselves.Thiswaspdmarttyduatothalackof economic
rasulB ln the shafi-torm, la tfirough the ueatron of n6w ptoducts.
Wtth regard ta the em$ryment imryttho lncreasing use of lCTs, the stucty by gJs m-
Afldersen and Nielsen fourtd an exchange af quantity with quality. lnlarmation depart-
ments in companlesareemploylngfewsrstaff, buttherernainlngataff have hlgherlevel
gualiftcattorrs.Thadiraciarsolthesedepartmentsincroa$lnglylindthemselveshavlrtgto
master both tochnologicel and strategic managemaflt ln large eompanies. ln terms af
education aN training *rategles, a eanblnation af qualifrcaltons ls required for statf
tnvofuedinpknningandsystemsdevalopment.tn*teareaatpmiluctlonandtachnologi-
caldeveloryenf marctraditionalqudilicatlonsantinuetoherequlred.Aebarass€s$-
ment of sklfi requlrementa ie tharefora paramouitL
second deals with different aspects of the
innovation process, and the third focuses
on the research basis for innovatory ac-
tivities in Danish industry.
The study is based on a sample of
approximately 190 firms, surveyed by
postal questionnaire. Four main indus-
trial sectors were identified whose ap-
proaches to innovation and related poli-
cies vary widely. The first sector is de-
scribed as 'scale intensive' and includes
companies engaged in food, stone, clay
and metal processing. These firms were
lound to rely heavily on their own re-
search and development (R&D) activi-
ties as sources of innovation. The second
sector is based on traditional manufac-
turing such as textiles. It is supplier domi-
nated and technological innovation is
often generated through technology im-
port. Companies in this sector tend to
have good contacts in the public research
environment. The third sector is made up
of companies that rely heavily on R&D
for much of their output, such as the
chemical industry and computerand elec-
tronics companies. These are research
intensive both internally and through
import and tend to have close contacts
with other companies and research insti-
tutions. The fourth sector consists of sup-
pliers of specialised equipment. Compa-
nies in this sector tend to spend most on
marketing and implementing innovations.
The report paints a complex picture
ofthe capacity for innovation and the use
of new technologies in Danish industry.
What emerges is an intricate network of
links between the four sectors and very
different needs and demands for policy
initiatives on the promotion and use of
information and technology.
Available from: Aalborg Universitetsforlag,
Postbox 159, 9100 Aalborg. DA.
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lnformatlkchefers behov,
problemer og udvlklingsvisoner
1994 (Dlrectors of lnformatlon
Systems' Needs, Problems and
Vlslons for the Future)
BJORN.ANDERSEN N, NIELSEN C L (1994)
Information technology is constantly
evolving through innovations affecting
the ease with which data is being distrib-
uted, as well as the introduction of im-
proved applications and new tools. In-
creasing demands for business orienta-
tion and a drive to economise on re-
sources are also leading to innovations in
ICT hardware and software. This report
presents the main conclusions of a study
on information departments in a broadly
based sample of major Danish compa-
nies. The study also includes a number of
public corporations. The study highlights
that staffing levels in information depart-
ments are declining, due partly to the fact
that their function is gradually being
spread over different departments within
larger companies rather than being con-
centrated in one section. The financial
sector continues to be by far the largest
consumer of ICT equipment and related
staff and demands for better financial and
human resource management, as well as
high quality leadership are increasing.
The study shows that information direc-
tors are usually recruited externally and
tend to have a commercial background.
United Kingdom
Gomputer Based lnformatlon
Systems and Managers' Work
KTMBLE C AND MCLOUGHLTN K (1995)
The basic premise of this article is that
the impact of IT systems is not stable but
evolving, changing over time through
adaptation to the internal needs and pres-
sures within the organisation. Theoreti-
cal developments show how the impact
of IT has significantly changed from a
largely reactive scenario to one where
managers in firms have a much more
influential role in the development and
use of IT in the workplace.
Two main models of behaviour are
identified, namely the technology model
and the social model. The key difference
between the two is the amount of control
that managers have in shaping the use of
IT to maximise organisational effective-
ness; there is relatively little control un-
der the technology model in comparison
with the social model. The usefulness of
these models is tested in eight case-stud-
ies using firms that had introduced com-
puter-based information systems and
which had, for the most part, affected
virtually all aspects of the business. The
case-studies involved interviews with
managers from different parts of the
organisations.
One clear effect of the new informa-
tion systems was the ability to monitor
and control most areas of activity within
the firm. In some cases this led to a
change in the relative importance of
some jobs, thereby altering the cultural
balance that had hitherto prevailed.
One interesting finding was the gen-
erally low direct use of IT by senior
managers many of whom relied on their
middle managers to supply them with
information rather than access the IT
systems themselves. Middle managers
were less recticent about using the new
systems. Senior managers justified their
own reticence as an affirmation of their
higher status, although age also appeared
to be a common factor. There was, how-
ever, no evidence that older managers
were less able to use the technology
more that they were reluctant to do so.
According to the article, information
and ready access to [T systems has cer-
tainly been a catalyst for change in or-
ganisations. It seems that over time,
firms and IT systems adapt and evolve
Only about one third have a technologi-
cal background even though information
technology has become an integral part
of management. This is also reflected in
the fact that most information directors
take part in board meetings and have
direct access to the managing director.
There is also an expressed need in the
companies surveyed to raise the profes-
sional qualifications of IT staffto MA or
PhD level.
Available from: Copenhagen School of Eco-
nomics and Business Administration, Howitzvej
60, 2m0 Frederiksberg. DA.
together in a form of compromise be-
tween external and internal pressures.
New Technology, Work and Employment Yol
l0,No I, pp56-67. Availablefrom: Basil Blackwell
Ltd, 108 Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 lJF. EN.
Teleworklng In Britaln
HUWS U (1993)
Teleworking has emerged as a symbol of
the new working practices of the 1990s.
However, as this report shows, the reality
in Britain is that of a quiet revolution withjust 67o of firms surveyed using
teleworkers (although l17o were using
home-based workers in a broader sense).
Nevertheless, the proportions had been
increasing and in the survey a further
8.5Vo of firms were expecting to intro-
duce some form of teleworking in the
future.
The incidence of teleworking is wide-
spread. It can be found in virtually all
sectors and in all parts of the country,
although it is more popular in the finance
and business services sectors as well as
the public sector. It was found to be
particularly popular in the South East of
t2
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England but this merely reflects the con-
rcentration of the above sectors in that
ire$ion, coupled with the transportation
difficulties that are an important motiva-
tional factor in teleworking.
Employers moved cautiously into this
relatively new form of working, fearing
problems concerning communication
with, and the management of, their
teleworkers. Nevertheless, those firms
that did adopt the practice found
teleworking to be a flexible form of work-
lng which managers viewed with a high
degree of success.
The report highlights the diversity of
teleworking schemes, especially in their
origins. Many schemes were devised to
tackle a particular problem such as the
need to accommodate a valued employee,
but the success of the precedents encour-
aged the development of more formal
schemes. [n many organisations surveyed,
the staff who participated ranged across
the occupational scale from management
to basic clerical grades, although certain
occupations (such as consultancy, ad-
ministration, etc) were more suited to
teleworking than others.
The report contains full details of the
survey findings in tabular form and in-
cludes the technical details. The study
suggests that teleworking should be seen
as just another flexible way of working
and one that will increase and decrease in
popularity with employers in response to
business needs.
Available from: Department for Education &
F-mploymen! Research Management Branch, Room
zl4l, Moorfoot, Sheffield, Sl 4PQ. EN.
Revlew of Telework ln Brltaln:
lmpllcatlons for Publlc Pollcy
GILLESPIE A, RICHARDSON R & CORNFORD J
(19es)
This special report was prepared for the
Parliamentary Office of Science and
Technology as a statement on the situa-
tion regarding teleworking in the UK and
stems from the impetus generated by the
Bangemann Report (acknowledged in the
text). The report maps in detail the devel-
opment of the various forms of
teleworking in the UK, USA and Europe
and investigates the reasons behind this
growth. A useful definition of teleworking
(distance working u5ing information and
rcbmmunication technologies) breaks
down the activities into five distinct cat-
Disewston of $s infarnatton sacfety and trte potenlial enqtoymart effe* has cwwen
trat#h&,eUKonthedsvelopmentoftefurwoffirry.Th6td6aoft*telworklnglsnotn6wand
in tM t086s *a then Natlanal Economic Developmatt Oftlffi {NEDA} was aclively
examlnlng its potertttat coste and twneftts. NEDO's 1989 report Worktng by lltire:
Tetewaklng and he Frontline lniHafive' explored the oplions and aancil$dad thatfrtre UK 
,
was ln a partlcularly lavourabla postffan to develop thisform of wok, notleastheuse
olltsWitionintheEUdncllaaauseEngttshta#r,aintaruefional&uslnesslangMge.Slnca
#tantherohas hean a steadl/ stroafi, of researdt reryils ofltelgwo*lfi8,, dtthryhke
berdtmark revlew by Huws (1998) ie the mwt thorough.
The tlal4trussion giv6n by Huws id of wtdeqraad Sctiv$ Wnntng to permeate most
partsaltndwiry,lnraalttythedevelopmentaftelewo*inghasbeenslawerthanorp@M
and Glllespie et al {1995}, whtlat pffilng the UK as trw EU leadsr, coficede that mucft of
thewo*tsfwnd lntlnanclal sorvices, tour&lrn andoffier swlorswharetheprocessfttg
olkrgequantffiesaf datalsamatnrcqulrement.Thlsunderlinesthaprtncipleuesforthe
danelopnent of intarmation systems.
Qne of the myths m*amtng the growth in telewoking is hat it benefrw rural rnore
than urhan arew. Thls is *hallanged ln Glllespie et al (1595) with flgures showtng lhat
numedc€Illy itistho urban areasthat arc pfincipallybanefrtingtrofithe developmentot
tetewo*ing in alt its forms. The better lT infrastrudure$ rcrmatly found in urban arws
abviously antrlbute. Ifiesa lss{r€s wer6 rial€ed ln the r*ent Rural llVhfte Paper Rural
England - A Naltan Commftted to Betng tn Touch wifrr the Gountryoilfu' (HMSA Cm@l 6,
1995).Theltlhtte Pape*ecogntsadthelmportantroleof fftnkeepingthecountry#de ln
touctrwihtherestof thanationandftstressodthecrudalnleoftahcommunicalionsand
lT in brtngtng afuul dtversilbatton and economlc prosperfu- Thls role has alsa heen
supprtedbylnlfrativ*ssuchastltsTachnolqy_Farestgtrtprogrumme,andthedavelop-
fiot tol teloifrttages {of vrhldt there arc now oier 120lr, the W.
The gewral teellag ls that*o devehpnantaf communicz,frans and lT has anly began
to aftar the way in which lirms operate and Wople work, Not everyorte gains in thE
rwdatton. Few wwld atgw however wifir he na€d for the UK to ko@p We6 wltlt
danelopments ln orderto remaln comptttive in a wo# raptdly becoming more ryn and
4tresslb le thro ugh t6{/tnotogy.
egories: electronic home working; tel-
ecottages/neighbourhood centres; mobile
or nomadic working; group or team tel-
eworking; and call centres and remote
offices.
Whilst teleworking as a concept has
been in existence for some considerable
time, it is only now growing in stature
because of the political backing emanat-
ing from national governments and from
the EU. The interest in teleworking
stemmed initially from a belief that it
could help lower environmental pollu-
tion by reducing, for example, traffic
congestion and fuel consumption, due to
people's changing commuting patterns.
More recently the subject has been in-
cluded in employment debates because
of the potential within the environmental
sector to influence the scale and nature of
work.
The report does not contain a large
quantity of statistics (partly because of
the lack of useful data available) but
there are sufficient figures to provide a
realistic appraisal of the extent of tel-
eworking. The data show that only around
2.57o of the UK workforce is involved in
home-based teleworking, although this
still puts the UK at the head of the EU
league table (with France second). Most
teleworkers are involved in handling,
processing or retrieving information al-
beit across a wide range of occupational
groups. One particularly interesting find-
ing shows that numerically the highest
incidence of such teleworking is found in
urban rather than rural areas. Yet home-
based teleworkers as a proportion of all
those working tend to be highest in the
more rural districts of the UK. Rural
areas also account for the bulk of the
telecottages in the UK.
At the opposite end of the telework-
ing spectrum, the growth in call centres
and remote offices has been marked in
the UK. Fostered by the financial serv-
ices sector (where growth has been most
t3
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pronounced) the UK is thought to have a
natural advantage in developing this type
of operation internationally because of
the domination of the English language
in international business. Most of these
centres employ large numbers of people
and tend to be located in urban areas or on
the periphery ofurban areas in greenfield
locations (and mostly outside of the South
East of England).
In terms of policy, the report empha-
sises the urgent need for better data on
which to base policy instruments, for
example, in trying to assess the benefits
(environmental and commercial) of in-
creased levels of teleworking. However,
the authors are cautious in their predic-
tions for the future and suggest that there
is not a strong case for the government to
stimulate home-based working in par-
ticular. Nevertheless, the authors call for
improved appraisal of the potential of
such working and the encouragement of
other aspects of teleworking such as call
centres.
Available from: Centre forUrban and Regional
Development Studies, University of Newcastle,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, NEI 7RU. EN.
A Manager's Guide to Teleworklng
HUWS U (1995)
Based on previous research into
teleworking which was sponsored by the
Employment Department (now the De-
partment for Education and Employ-
ment), this guide specifically aims to
help firms to examine the option of
teleworking and to ensure an effective
operation. Also sponsored by the Em-
ployment Department, the guide illus-
trates the significance attached to the
development of such working alrange-
ments at the policy level.
The guide aftempts to list the advan-
tages of teleworking and includes: greater
flexibility; reduced costs; increased con-
venience; and freedom from travel-to-
work problems. Such potential benefits
are likely to apply to employer and em-
ployee alike and the guide provides ex-
amples of how such benefits can be real-
ised. Other benefits accrue from the more
contented workers who will tend to be
more productive, reliable and loyal to the
organisation despite being remote from
it.
The guide then goes on to consider
what steps employers need to take in
order to introduce teleworking. One in-
teresting problem emerging from this
relates to the likelihood that teleworking
may not be acceptable to all staff. Typi-
cally this might mean that a manager
used to dealing face-to-face with col-
leagues may be reluctant to substitute
this with electronic means of communi-
cation. One way around this problem
could be to use self-employed workers
and here the report points out that almost
one-in-three teleworkers fall into this
category.
Clearly, only certain jobs are suitable
for teleworking and only certain types of
people can adjust to the change in work-
ing environment. These factors combined
will inevitably act as a brake on the
growth of teleworking but given the per-
ceived benefits there is still plenty of
growth potential to realise. Much of this
growth will depend on firms coming to
terms with the cultural changes that
teleworking brings to the organisation.
Available from: Cambertown Ltd, Unit 8,
Goldthorpe Industrial Estate, Goldthorpe,
Rotherham, South Yorkshire 563 9BL. EN.
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Belgium
Autoroutes de l'lnformatlon, emplol
et travall (lnformatlon Superhlgh-
ways, Employment and Work)
DELHAYE R, LOBET.MARIS C,
vAN BASTELEAB B (1ee5)
This document assesses the impact of the
Information Society on employment, and
the problems raised by this development.
The authors begin by placing the devel-
opment of information superhighways in
the present context of under-employment.
In so doing they distinguish clearly be-
tween conjunctural, structural and tech-
nological unemployment.
They begin their assessment by look-
ing at the potential rise or fall in employ-
ment following the creation of informa-
tion superhighways. The proposals and
recommendations emanating from the
European Union (the Delors and
Bangemann Repons) present informa-
tion superhighways as one of the solu-
tions to the problem of unemployment in
Europe. This optimism is based mainly
on the fact that these are said to represent
'radical innovation' and the example of
Minitel in France is given.
The authors argue, however, that in-
formation superhighways cannot be re-
garded as a 'radical innovation', but pri-
rnarily as an 'expensive substitutive in-
novation' which has only a marginal ef-
fect on the labour market since the jobs
created are partly offset by displacement
effects. In addition, they argue that the
development that we are currently wit-
nessing merely represents an application
of information and communication tech-
nologies (ICTs), rather than an innova-
tion in technological clusters which, ac-
cording to the authors, is one of the
preconditions for radical innovation.
Moreovero the document seriously ques-
tions the potential similarities to the de-
velopment of videotex in France. It
stresses the lack of innovation generated
by the private sector in an over-competi-
tive freld which has seen profit-margins
squeezed; and where a sense ofinsecuriry
for long-term investment and high risks
of rapid imitation prevail.
The authors then move on to look at
the knock-on effects of information
The report tommlssloned by IBPT provides an lntarestlng reiponse fram the Mamber
$tate level to the recommendailons of th6 'Bang&mann Reporf. lt was prepared ln a
trlparfrte co-operatlon between aAd@mlcs, and axperts from two leading Balgtan ra-
searchinstitutasWealalisinglnvari*saspedsatthedtffustonof IQTE,Thedooumentby
Delhaye, Lobet-Mads and Van Bastelear presant the findings of a study on tha
amploymwl trnpact of the lnformatian Society @mplded by a resear*h cefitra at tha
Universltyof Namur. gothrapailegosomswaytowardschaflonghgtheoptlmism of the
'Bangemann frapoff with regard to the anticipated positlve lmpad ol frrc lnwdudian at
infarmatlon supa rhighways on Eu ropean economl oE afi d @mplapent.
Thare ls, so far, inaufflcient evidence to establish who tho key actors in fhese
developments wll be, what role the state wlll play and, ln partlcular, whether the
informatW suporhlghways wtllprovide asolulian tofhecunentprofisms of unemploy.
mentin Eurow. The reporls stressthat, althoughthere tsfowafdthlnmngandanthusi-
asmabauttheinformatlonsoolevatfiurwanlevel,thesituationismoremmplexatthe
Momber State level.
The debate in Belgium ts xongly condltloned by idaolaglcal concomq since ft takes
pldce agalnst the background ol a movement towards deregulation and llbetalisatlon.
This mavamant cleafly has hryftant consaquances for employtwnL The IBPT report
argues that il tha scops fot state interronlion ln the telecammunicatlons market le
rsduced,econombpAicymeasurestopromoteamptoymentlos6th6irretlonale.Deregu-
lation eftorts are signlfrcantly modvated by oorciderations such as profrt margins and
rstumsonlnvestmenLThe reporttherefareeohoesthefaarlhatwhatha*beenhalladae
d'new technolaglcat revolutlon' wtlt hot Woducs the expected eftects in terms of
emplqrment,
The rdryt by Dethaye Lobet-Marls and Van Baatalear ouffines the hypathesis
undarlytngth+ 'Bangwnann frepor{ and the 'White Papal and provldes an assessment
of thediredandlndireclemploymentimpactaf thelntroductiottotlnformatlonsuperhigh-
wap,ltslmpactoncdnpanystrustur#,thegieogryhi@ldlstributonaf newemployment
oryartunffiee, and the employment opportunities generated by teleworl<ing, Tha repoft,
thercfore, attefipts to cwer a great dlverslty of sublscis which raises prahlams as it
means that mafly ol tha #ubledrs oan only be treated superficially. However, tt provtclaa
an lnterestlng stafting potnt fot furthar data analysls and a crfttgus of tha Eangamann
proposals.
superhighways on other sectors, and ar-
gue that the effects on employment vary
according to the nature of the sector
concerned. They predict that the main
areas ofjob-creation in the next decade
will be in the creation of technical archi-
tecture (networks, hardware, software)
and in supplying tele-services to the gen-
eral public.
Of equal importance as the creation
of jobs, in the context of persistant re-
gional disparities in Europe, is the geo-
graphical distribution of new employ-
ment opportuntities. Several studies
quoted in the document show that the
profound divide within Europe between
rich and poor regions will be further
accentuated by the development of infor-
mation superhighways. Similarly, the
disparities between the regions and cities
within Member States will also be inten-
sified.
The authors evaluate the assertion by
the White Paper and the Bangemnnn
Report that information superhighways
will encourage the decentralisation of
company structures, and will therefore
lead to the gradual disappearance oflarge
industries. It is assumed that these will be
replaced by an economy made up of
small units, constantly making decisions
relative to a great range of markets. How-
ever, several economists have shown that
communication technologies seem, in-
stead, to promote the hierarchical model,
with large industries being more likely to
l5
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foster the establishment of efficient in-
formation networks.
Teleworking is one of the priority
applications of the Bangemann Report.
In spite of the euphoria of the 1980s, it is
currently a very limited phenomenon. In
employment terms, it means the shifting
of existing jobs to different localities,
rather than the creation of new jobs.
ln conclusion, the authors stress that
it is not their aim to oppose information
superhighways but rather to encourage
decision-makers to empower those af-
fected by technology induced changes in
their work environment and to allow them
to participate in the developments rather
than leave everything to the market and
the private sector.
Available from: Facult6s Universitaires Notre-
Dame de la Paix. 2l Rue Grandgagnage, 5000
Namur. FR.
Premier report de synthBse i
propos des implications pour la
socl6t6 belge des propositlons
contenues dans le rapport
Bangemann (Flrst Synthesls Report
on the lmplicatlons for Belglan
Soclety of the Proposals Contained
in the Bangemann Beport)
rPBr (1995)
In 1995, the Belgian Post and Telecom-
munications Institute (IBPT) commis-
sioned a team of experts to carry out a
study to assess the implications of the
Bangemann Report (see International
Sources, p.4) on the telecommunications
sector.
The report, produced by a tripartite
panel of experts from SMIT (the Centre
for Studies on Media, Information and
Telecommunication at VUB), LENTIC
and ULB, initally provides a review of
the questions and doubts raised by the
Bangemann Report regarding technical
uncertainties, demand issues and the so-
cial consequences of the information so-
ciety. Prime among these concerns is the
uncertain nature of the impact of techni-
cal advances on employment. While the
Bangemann Report suggested that the
development of information superhigh-
ways should create employment oppor-
tunities, findings from recent studies re-
main unclear as to where and when these
jobs will be created. As far as directly
related jobs are concerned (among the
operators and producers of hardware in
this sector) the development of informa-
tion superhighways has no, or very little,
positive effect on employment. Indeed, a
1994 study by IRES placed telecommu-
nications among the sectors where em-
ployment should remain stable, and pre-
dicted low growth or stabilisation among
the companies in this sector.
The impact on indirect employment,
ie in services and other sectors using ICT
equipment, is more difficult to quantify.
The IRES study ranks sectors currently
using telecommunications services, as
well as potential users of the information
superhighway, such as banks. travel
agents, transport and distribution serv-
ices, among those in which overall unem-
ployment is set to fall.
The second part of this report dis-
cusses the economic feasibility of the
Bangemann proposals for the expansion
of the information superhighway across
Europe, by assessing the extent to which
there is a market for ICT in Belgium. It
analyses, on the one hand, the level of
investment required and, on the other,
the potential markets (business and pri-
vate individuals) on which those invest-
ments could produce a refurn.
The final part of the report considers
the need for a clear regulatory framework
to accompany the proliferation of ICTs
and the liberalisation of markets in tel-
ecommunications. This requires firstly,
that the question of co-operation with the
communities and the regions be settled;
secondly that the definition of the condi-
tions of universal service are applicable
(conditions of access to the networks) in
this field and that there are the means to
apply and enforce these conditions; and
finally, that rules are framed and enacted
to protect users (data-exchange security,
confidentiality, safeguarding of privacy,
copyright protection).
Available from: IBPT, Tour Astro, Avenue de
I'Astronomie. 1030 Brussels. FR.
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Spain
Camblo Tecnol6glco: Empleo y
Mercado de Trabalo (fechnologlcal
Change: Employmenl and the
Labour Market)
vARrous AUTHORS (1se3)
Technological advances promote changes
in the structure of production which have
an important impact on employment.
They not only lead to a redistribution of
jobs between different sectors, but also to
the creation of new jobs, and the transfor-
mation of existing ones. This can result in
a mismatch between the supply and de-
mand for labour, and therefore makes
continuing haining and retraining of the
workforce imperative. These aspects of
the Information Society are analysed by
several authors in a special issue of the
review Economfa y Sociologia de
Trabajo. The first contribution by
Kaplinsky studies the problem of work
organisation as a determinant of com-
petitiveness within a European context.
The following three papers by Diaz
Fuentes; Carrasco; and Garcia Sanchez,
analyse the relationship between techno-
logical change and employment. The flrst
paper examines the issue on the basis of
1980 and 1985 input-output tables for
Spain. Carrasco's paper focuses on tech-
nological change and labour productiv-
ity, with an emphasis on sectoral differ-
entials. Garcfa Sanchez tries to establish
a quantitative relationship between tech-
nological change and unemployment.
Three other articles analyse the im-
pact oftechnological innovations on edu-
cation and training. In the first paper,
Garcfa deals with the role of education in
bringing about and responding to techno-
logical change, mostly from a theoretical
perspective. In the second article, Sdez
studies, among other things, the influ-
ence of technological chance on human
resource management at the frrm level.
In another paper San Segundo presents
an analysis of the impact of technologi-
cal change on formal education, as well
as on the evolution of individual's em-
ployment experiences by educational
level.
Finally, a paper by 5o16 deals with the
issue of the proliferation of ICTs from a
managerial perspective, with special ref-
Thare are very tew studids specltteally on the impact ol ttta lnformation soclaty otr
emploqafit in Spain, Of tha four contributions revlewed here, two were pubtished by
dlffxent Joumals as speclal revlew lssuss an tha mpact of tachnologieal change on
employment. The contributions by Castaffo and Castelll deal mors directly with the
lmpact of the informattofl soclflty. They are boh part of a ndw colleotlon entltled
'Tech nol ogy, Economy and Soclett'. The baok by C astelle, olginally publtshed tn Engllsh
in 1989,ls moretheoretlcal, and atthough empitcalanalysls referstoths United$tafes,
it ls a aignificantcontrlbutlon to he debate on the impact of tha lnformatton Society tn
Ewope aswall. Castellseditsfrtecollectlon mentlonedafuve andbalongstothaCEC'I
Htgh Level Eqed Graup onthe lnformatlon Soclety.
Allcontrihutlonshightlght theconcemswrouMlngthoitnplicationsdthelnformdtlon
Society on Employment ltl t@ms af the balance hetween iob creatian/laso, the seetoral
fietlbution of new employmant oppoftunltles, the nature af the lab6 created and lha
attedant trai n i ng req u I r e m 6nts.
erence to the relationship between inno-
vation and human resource management.
Revista de Ecorwmta y Sociologta del Trabajo.
N' 19/20. Available from: Centro de Publicaciones,
Ministerio de Trabajo, Agustin de Bethencourt I 1,
28003 Madrid. ES.
Tecnologla y Empleo (Technology
and Employment)
vARtous AUTHORS (1995)
Technological change is one of the fac-
tors put forward when seeking to explain
high levels of unemployment in Spain.
The authors of this review use a variety of
economic models to establish how recent
technological changes have affected
employment levels. The papers included
in the report can be placed into two
different categories: one deals with theo-
retical arguments regarding the defintion
and causes of unemployment, the other
deals with empirical analyses of the Span-
ish situation.
In the frst paper, Palacio compares
the concept of technical progress in or-
thodox economic theory within a post-
keynesian framework, concluding that
the second model is more adequate to
explain the Spanish situation. Garcia
Serano, Jimeno and Toharia deal with
the nature of technological changes in
Spain, distinguishing between changes
affecting different sectors ofindustry and
changes affecting occupational structures.
The former is considered to be more
important in times of recession whereas
the latter becomes significant in boom
time. Castaflo analyses the relationship
between the structure of employment in
different industries and the technical char-
acteristics of their productive processes.
Buesa and Molero argue that one of the
main causes of unemployment in Spain
has been the inability of the productive
system to absorb the potential workforce.
This can be attributed mainly to its spe-
cific structure and the disadvantaged po-
sition of the Spanish economy in the
international marketplace.
Informacidn Comercial Espaffola. Revista de
Economta. N'743. Available from: Centro de
Publicaciones del Ministerio de Comercio y
Turismo, Paseo de la Castellana 162,28071 Ma-
drid. ES.
Technologia, Empleo y Trabalo en
Espafia (Technology, Employment
and Work ln Spaln)
cAsTArio c (1se4)
This book analyses the impact of tech-
nology on the nature and structure of
employment from a variety of perspec-
tives. The fhst part looks at the relation-
ship between technology and employ-
ment from an economist's point of view.
The neoclassical and Schumpeterian ap-
proaches are accorded particular atten-
tion. The latter is regarded as comple-
mentary to the former, in that it goes
beyond the quantitative, macro level of
analysis. It insists that the issue of adapt-
ing employment to technical change is a
qualitative as well as a quantitative one,
t7
Comment
TL '. rl
since it is not only the level of employ-
ment, but also the quality of the jobs
created which matters. The theoretical
survey leads to a general conclusion which
is used as a working hypothesis for the
following empirical analysis. lt is argued
that highly skilled jobs are more likely to
be situated in technologically advanced
sectors. As such employment becomes
more and more important the polarisa-
tion between the two ends of the skills
ladder is reduced.
The second part of the book seeks to
test this hypothesis on an analysis ofthe
composition of employment by sectors
between 1980 and 1990. The novelty of
the analysis lies in the combination of
industries and the level ofadvanced tech-
nology used in these sectors. The data
sets used were the Spanish Labour Force
Survey and Statistics on Scientific Re-
search and Technological Development
Activities, both of which are produced by
the National Statistical Institute (INE).
The last part of the book presents the
conclusions of specific case studies car-
ried out in two sectors: the automotive
industry and banking. Both are signifi-
cant users of new technologies, particu-
larly information technologies. In the
case of the automotive industry, the most
recent developments in Spain indicate a
strong influence of organisational fac-
tors, above and beyond purely technical
changes. In the case ofbanking, the intro-
duction of information technologies is
leading to the occurence of phenomena
previously restricted to manufacturing,
such as increases in capitalisation, stand-
ardisation, rationalisation and productiv-
ity and product quality, and labour mar-
ket segmentation.
Available from: Alianza Editorial, S.A., Calle
Juan lgnacio Luca de Tena, 15,28027 Madrid. ES.
La Ciudad lnformacional.
Tecnologias de la lnformaci6n,
Reestructuraci6n Econ6mica y el
Proceso Urbano-regional (The
I nf orm ati o n C lty. I nlorm ati on
Technologies, Economic
Restructuring and the Urban-
regional Process)
oASTELLS M (1995)
The author analyses the impact of new
ICTs on society, acknowledging that this
impact will differ depending on a number
of economic, political and cultural fac-
tors which may influence production and
employment.
The main objective of this book is to
study the relationship between the in-
creasing use of new technologies and the
process of urban and regional develop-
ment. The author argues that these devel-
opments have to be viewed in the context
of the emergence of a new model of
socio-technical organisation and the re-
structuring of capitalism.
The flrst chapter contains the theo-
retical framework which provides the
foundation for empirical analysis, based
on the example of the United States.
Chapter two studies the relationship be-
tween new ICTs and the spatial models.
Chapter three investigates the effect of
ICTs on employment in the service sec-
tor. The next three chapters analyse the
impact of the relationship between new
information technologies and socio-eco-
nomic restructuring in relation to three
major concurrent developments: the cor-
relation between capital and labour, the
transformation of the State and the inter-
nationalisation of the economy. A short
concluding chapter reiterates the main
theoretical tenets regarding the impor-
tance of understanding the emergence of
the information society within a larger
context of restructuring capitalism.
Available from: Alianza Editorial, S.A., Calle
Juan Ignacio Luca de Tena, 15,28027 Madrid. ES.
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Economic and Labour Market Indicators
This Statistical Supplement provides an overyiew of EU Member States using basic economic and labour market indicators. The
reference year is 1994 since this represents the latest year for reasonably complete information on all Member States and, where
possible, comparisons have been drawn with the situation ten years earlier in 1985.
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Commentary
Economlc and Labour Market lndlcators
In this statistical supplement, statistics on basic economic and
labour frarket indicators are used to review the overall situa-
tion in EU Member States in L994 and where possible, the
changes]over the ten years since 19E5. The economic ind.ictors
used in{lude measwes of GDP, industrial production and
balance gf nade using conventional methods of measurement.
'l
Data Srburces
Changeq in consumer prices between 1990 and 1994 are also
given atd can be compared to the movements in hourly
earnings, (limited to manufacturing industry only), again for
the same period. The economic indicators have been drawn
from the OECD! and represent a useful source of data on all 15
Member States but essentially rely on nationally generated
information with adjustments in the interests of comparability
(GDP in US$ billion).
The labour market indicators are drawn from the Statistical
Annex of the L995 Employmznt in Europe report2 which
contains the latest information for all 15 Member States and
uses a variety of source material, much of it generated by
Eurosiat. [n the absence of more recent information for all EU
Member States, 1994 is the latest year available. The indicators
were chosen to give a basis for broad comparisons between the
Member States, particularly in tems of changes to these
indicators over time.
Contirurcd on page 26j
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The Statlstlcs
Theoverall size of GDPis measured inFigure l(a) in US$ billion
at current prices and current exchange rates. In terms ofchange
in GDP, Figure 1(b) shows that over the period 199U94 only
twoMemberStates saw GDP decline, Finland and Sweden. The
remaining nine Member States shown saw generally modest
growth in GDP, although Germany experienced a larger than
average growth rate and this despite a fall in indusrial produc-
tion over the same period. Industial production also fell in
another five Member States: Belgium, Greece, Spain, France
and Portugal although in most cases the falls were relatively
modest. Of those Member States recording an increase in
industial production, the largest by a considerable margin was
Ireland with an index of 133.2. Figure 1(d) provides a view of
the net nade balance for each Member State in 1994 (ie, the
difference between imports and exports on the balance of trade
account) showing that nine Member States showed a positive
balance (ie, exports exceeding imports) with the largest in
Germany at US$3.81 billion. Of the five Member States with
negative trade balances, the LIK had the largest at US$1.88
billion n 1994.
Movements in the retail prices indices in each Member State
over the periodl990-94 are shown in Figure 1(e). Two Member
States in particular stand out with considerably higher rates of
inflation than the rest. In Greece the increase in prices over the
period was l75.6Vo whilst in Portugal it was 135.9 To.Howly
earnings also increased signfficantly over this period in Greece,
going up by 1667o whtch was less than the increase in inflation,
although the statistics in Figure 1(f) only refer to manufacturing
industry. In the majority of Member States the increase in
hourly earnings in manufacturing outstipped that in consumer
prices. Only in Sweden as well as Greece did the increase in
earnings fall below consumer price movements.
The labour market indicators begin with Figure 2 showing
the change in the size of the working populations (ie, those aged
15-64) in each Member State over the period Lg8s-g4.Increases
were particularly significant in Greece, Luxembourg and Spain
and change was particularly modest in Belgium. The increase
in males of working age exceeded that for females in all
Member States except Ireland which is likely to be accounted
for by high emigration of males of working age. In terms of
employment change, Figure 3 shows some significant increases
between 1985-94.In Luxembourg and the Netherlands, for
example, recorded increases were over 30Vo whtch contrasts
with falls in employment in Denmark" Germany (199L-94),
Italy, Finland (down by 17Vo overall) and Sweden. However,
male employment levels fell additionally in Belgium, Ftance,
Portugal and the United Kingdom indicating the much more
significant growth in female employment in all but four Mem-
ber States.
Many of these changes in overall employment are reflected
in the sectoral shifts over the period 1985-94 and summarised
for the three broad sectors of agriculture, industry and services
in Figure 4. In all Member States employment in agriculture
continued to decline with large falls in developing Member
States of Greece, keland and Pornrgal, although in all three it
remains a very significant employer. Even in those Member
States with small agricultural sectors, employment continued to
fall such that the United Kingdom has the lowest employment
proportion atZ.l%o followed by Belgium at2.97o and Luxem-
bourg at 3.07o. Employment in industry also continued to
decline in all Member States alongside growth in service sector
employment. Change was particularly significant in France,
where employment in industry fell from 32.47o to 26.97o over
the ten year period, in Finland (from 31.5 to26.37o) and in the
United Kingdom (34.7 to27.\Eo).The Netherlands followed by
Greece had the smallest manufacturing sectors (as measured by
employment) n 1994 with just over23Vo of total employment
in both cases. The Netherlands, Sweden, Luxembourg and the
United Kingdom had the largest service sector employment, all
over 70Vo of the total.
Comparative unemployment rates for 1985 and 1994 are
shown in Figure 5. Male unemplo)rment has increased in all but
five Member States, with the largest rise in Finlandfrom6.S%o
to l9.9%o.In Spain, heland the Netherlands, Portugal and the
United Kingdom male unemployment fell over the period,
albeit by small margins in all cases. By contrast, female
unemployment fell in seven Member States between 19E5 and
1994, although in only four Member States (ie, Austia, Fin-
land Sweden and the United Kingdom) was the 1994 rate of
female unemployment below that for males. [,ong-term unem-
ployment (ie, unemployment for 12 months or more) has tended
to fall as a proportion of overall unemplolment in nine Member
States, as shown in Figure 6. Generally, however, the falls have
been small and in all but one Member State the proportion of
long-term unemployment can be considered high. The excep-
tion is Sweden, where the figure was l2.3Vo (1993) and this
contrasts with the highest proportion found in ltaly with 60.9Vo
n l994.In just three Member States, keland, Sweden and the
United Kingdom, was the level of long-term unemployment
lower for women than for men, although in Luxembourg the
rates were similar.
The main source is Maiz Economic htdictors (Paris, OECD, January
1996).
Employunt in Europe 1995 @m*se[s, European Commission, DGV,
1995). Mostof the statistics arefromEurostat sources. Available from:
Office for Offrcial Publications of the Europea.n Communities, and
national agencies.
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lreland
1. The Legal and Contractual
Sltuation of Teleworkers 2. The
Legal and Contractual Sltuatlon of
Teleworkers. Socla! Securlty
Aspects
BUTLER N (FORTHCOMING)
These reports, which have been reviewed
together as they are closely interrelated,
indicate that while there is no research
available that provides estimates for the
size of the telework phenomenon in Ire-
land, it is unlikely that the number of
workers involved would exceed more
than a few thousand, even on the basis of
a very wide definition. However, telework
is recognised as an important potential
$owth area by FORBAIRT (the national
industrial development body) which
projects that up to 40,000 jobs could be
created in this sector over the next 15
years.
Over the last decade or so there has
been a significant change in the organisa-
tion of employment in lreland as a grow-
ing number of employers are increas-
ingly reluctant to take on staff as 'perma-
nent' employees in order to avoid acquir-
ing legal responsibilities towards these
workers. In effect, employers have been
seeking to circumvent the protective as-
pect of employment legislation by enter-
ing into contracts which are, inter alia,
intended to confer on the worker the
status of self-employed. This is an issue
which is of particular relevance to
teleworkers. Since any change in em-
ployment practice which gives the em-
ployee greater flexibility can be seen
legally as supporting a contention that
the employee has now become self-em-
ployed.
Apart from the loss of employment
protection associated with a change of
status from employee to self-employed,
there may also be a social loss to the
worker concerned as he or she will no
longer be part of an identifiable organisa-
tion spending the greaterpart of the work-
ing day in the company of other workers
with a similar commitment and involve-
ment. This is particularly important in a
country such as Ireland where outside the
Eastern coastal areas, large parts of the
country tend to be sparsely populated and
have poor public transport infrastruc-
tures. Such a decentralised structure is
also likely to make employee organisa-
tion more difficult, especially for less
skilled and more low paid workers. Quite
often the introduction of telework in-
volves not only a change in location but
a change in the manner in which work is
being done and if agreement cannot be
reached between the employer and the
employee that such telework can be un-
dertaken on a voluntary basis, under ex-
isting kish legislation, it could give rise
to a redundancy situation.
The report covering social aspects
emphasises that the concepts of 'telework'
and 'teleworker' do not exist in Irish law
and that there are no specific legal or
social security provisions for teleworkers
as such in Ireland. While the technologi-
cal developments of the last two decades
have undoubtedly resulted in an increas-
ing number of workers and situations
which would fall within the intended
definition of telework, it has not attracted
sufficient social or political attention to
be the subject of express regulation or
agreement between the social partners.
The report goes on to consider vari-
ous aspects of social protection and con-
templates the likely effects on teleworkers
under each heading, in so far as these can
be inferred from existing Irish social
security provisions. If a teleworker is
self-employed in a legal sense, then he or
she would not be eligible to participate in
many statutory contribution based social
protection programmes including, for
example, unemployment benefi t, disabil-
ity benefit and maternity benefit. They
would, however, be eligible to partici-
pate in the statutory state pension scheme
as (Class S) self-employed persons.
The report concludes that the attrac-
tions of greater flexibility are likely to
encourage employers to organise their
employment relationships so that
teleworkers working for them will be
defined as self-employed rather then
employed persons. While higher skilled
professional teleworkers may benefit fi-
nancially and are likely to be able to
organise supplementary private insurance
cover to deal with the various hazards
involved, lower skilled and lower paid
teleworkers are more likely to be at risk,
especially if they are women. However,
the author considers that in Ireland the
perceived need to protect teleworkers is
likely to be balanced against the desire to
maintain flexibility in the labour market
in order to promote employment crea-
tion.
Available from: European Foundation for the
Improvement of Living and Working Conditions,
Loughlinstown House, Shankill, Co. Dublin. EN.
Telecommunlcations, Employment
and Growth
FORBATRT (1995)
This report was produced by a Task Force
which included representatives of the
private and public sectors, equipment
manufacturers and software developers.
The report notes that the telecommunica-
tions sector in Ireland is already signifi-
cant, forming an important part of the
economy in terms of employment and
exports. An effi cient telecommunications
system is also an essential element in the
social infrastructure.
Recognising these factors the Task
Force set itself the objective of defining
the conditions that would establish lre-
land as an internationally recognised cen-
tre of excellence in niche, but key areas
of telecommunications, technology and
services by the year 2000.
The report identifies opporrunities in
the form of a growing market which
should be availed ofby Ireland's expand-
ing base of telecommunications software
companies and expertise. It also identi-
fies some disadvantages however, espe-
cially apathy on the part of Irish compa-
nies vis-i-vis co-operative product de-
velopment and the threat of domination/
takeovers by major world players. The
area obviously requires constant innova-
tion and involves significant costs in
developing or buying new technology.
The report notes that there was also in
general a greater degree of support for
R&D activity by governments in other
countries.
With regard to promoting collabora-
tion between indigenous Irish enterprises,
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the Task Force recommended that as a
first step firms identify a significant
industrial development project which
could be undertaken on a collaborative
basis, and to work together to get the
financial and market support for it. The
Task Force also sEessed that the higher
education sector must aim to develop a
closer working relationship with indus-
try, particularly in relation to applied and
commercially relevant research.
The report recommends that the fea-
sibility of establishing a European
Telemarketing Centre in Ireland be ex-
amined. Such a centre could integrate
Ireland, for telemarketing purposes, into
the major economies of Europe and the
US, while at the same time offering com-
panies speedy and low cost access to the
European market place.
The report also recommends that fi-
nancial support be provided for promot-
ing teleworking and telecottage indus-
tries in Ireland. The report indicates that
in the context of developing the
teleworking sector in Ireland there are a
number of obstacles which need to be
addressed. These are:
. the provision oftechnical support (ad-
vice and refenal);
. enterprise support tailored to the needs
of teleworking businesses;
. dealing with a lack of marketing skills
and resources on the part ofindividual
teleworking businesses;
. the cost of access to international e-
mail services outside of the Dublin
area.
The Task Force concludes that if its
recommendations are implemented the
Irish telecommunications sector will
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af tfte tet6wad<6r..4s fie twrts pdfi ofi thera are fuo Ws of telework whieh are
taature*ofthe lrtshenploymsitlafidffiW,Thefirstof thesaiehomotatewoftwhereby
wo*a$ whd wer6 forfie$ ba$€d k oontralisad esffillshmentl {rovr pe dorm otmflar work
fram homs with varying levdls aI communlffiion avallable to the centrd vvorlqtace. The
second Ws ot telawork lrwotvee lntematioaal ar multlnatlonal companles tn lreland; for
axa/,/lpl6, at prasffit th6,re are three multinatianal hotel chalns who opprate all of fr,elr
qnlralised warl*wide reaervaton And bhottdng sy$tgfis through bases in lrdand, The
formar tyq of worlar ts ttkaty to prcetve htmsrllf or hersdf as a taFlworkor b€causa of
the fact that he or she ls no long@r working at a frxed centrat tocation. However, the tatter
is unlikaty to percetve hlmselt w l@rseff as anything oilw'.than a tradittofial ampwoe
woddng ln aa olflce or central lace,tlon, even thwgh the padfuidr clrcumgblr@g d this
emfloyment would nfrt have been pxitble withoutthe dewlapm@nt of lT.
make an enhanced contribution to the
Irish economy. This will be of two kinds,
the first relating to the effectiveness with
which businesses in general can conduct
their affairs; the second is of a more
direct nature: the telecommunications
industry worldwide is likely to grow in
the coming years and the rate of employ-
ment and export growth in Ireland's tel-
ecommunications sector can be signifi-
cantly accelerated if the key recommen-
dations of the report are implemented.
The Task Force envisages that between
now and the year 2000 employment in
telecommunications related industries can
be increased from the current level ofjust
over 8,000 to more than 17,(X[, and that
the value of exports can be increased
from the IRg200 million estimated today
to almost IRS500 million.
Available from: FORBAIRT, Wilton Park
House, Wilton Place, Dublin 2. EN.
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Federal Republic of Germany
Dle lnformatlslerung der
Arheitswelt - Multlmedla, offene
Arbeltsformen und Telearbelt (The
lncreaslng Prevalence of the Use of
lnlormatlon and Communlcatlon
Teahnologles at Work - Multlmedla,
Non-standard Forms ot
Employment and Teleworklng)
DoSTAT W (1es5)
The author describes the inexorable ad-
vance of ICT applications into every
sphere of the working environment. He
charts the development of computerised
equipment from its early applications
which, due to their complexity and spe-
cialised nature, often rendered work or-
ganisation less flexible, to the new, so-
called multi-media generation of proces-
sors. The user-friendly nature of contem-
porary ICT equipment has dramatically
increased the potential for use in the
workplace. There is an expectation that
sectors involved in the production and
utilisation of such equipment will expe-
rience a huge influx of investment which
will, in turn, foster job creation. The
aUthor, however, insists that the latter is
f4t from being a foregone conclusion,
since it remains unclear where these jobs
are to be created, and over what period of
time. The application of advanced [CTs
eases the move towards a globalisation of
markets and as a result leads to greater
competition, not only in product mar-
kets, but also between different forms of
work organisation.
Unrelated to the advance of multi-
med.ia applications, non-scandard, more
flexible forms of employment have
emerged and are becoming increasingly
prevalent. These developments are due
partly to changes in work organisation
and content, but they also represent a
response to increasing employee demands
for autonomy and flexibility. Companies
are operating in ever less stable markets
and therefore expect greater adaptability
from their employees.
The application of advanced multi-
modia technologies and the proliferation
of new forms of employment is crystal-
lised in teleworking. The latter has been
the subject of debate for many years. The
German government continues to be hesi-
Tha wf#,y by Dostal prwides a comprehenslve and upta-dato a ee*,/'ant of devetop
rnon#lnthe intormalion Metyand theirimpacton employmenl.lt evalualdsdilferent
Wscts of tlts developmert ie new f o rms of sott+mplaym efit, lntomdttofiattsudon, vl rtual
enterprlsosandsoon,agalnstthobackgrauntloffriepoasibilitiesof lGTsadtheirimpacl
onernploymant,employeequallfrcabnsand*oclatxwurlty,Theauthorlsonesf rhamast
renowned and exryrienced analysts of the societal impact of information technology,
Hofmann and $aul present a comprehenstve lltarature revlew on tha tmpact of the
increaslng use of ICTI on emptoyment using the most t@nt nafional and ttanBnatlonal
matofial.Thisliteratureclearlylrldicatestheuncertainnatuteof *mplowot tlfltpact.The
aneertain$lsaausedbythelackotclataandthediffi,cullytndefintngthespeedof diffusion
of these technologies and dynamlc ampefittve praces*s.
ma repofi by Gerstenberger, Gollndll and Vogler-Ludwig forms part of a etudy
commissioned W DGV, CEC, and theTask Forco for Human Resources, c*ordinated by
ilo (Munich) ln c*apeta;tian wlth HIhE Conseil (Parts), Pruneteia (Bologna) aM hs
lnstltfie for Employment Resoardt (Wawick). ln detailed studiea ol praducer afid user
sectars,theeffe&otthadlffustonollClswareassassedaNplaaodlnperspedlvevtlth
tt 6 assistance of he HERMES model" The main aim was tha as€essment of tho
quantltativeetfecbottheditfustonof IGTatfilwoditferentEcenarios-MERIT(Maastiicht
Emnonlc Researeh lflsfrtuto on tnnwation and Technology) pradued a companian
volume which forocaaB &a qualllativa employment tmpact of tCTs.
The rcport by Katmbach and Kurz is based on a pral&ct undofiaken at Bremen
Unlverslgonthathsmeof 'mlcroelectronicsandemploymont'.ThlsEtudylstharuc$rt&d
by an lntaresting, methdlological approach and wnll founded ampirlca*esulfs.
ThemuclruttllsedinFut-oufiutapproachlsdavelopedfurtharthraughanendogenous
teatrnefi of invesfirent acthn'ty, Tho b@st.p td5lica mefi ad ls tnclud sd ln the input output
analysls. ln doing so the pr&lsma o{ asseeslng thc hnwct of technolagl a# not omitted.
Chango*tothe prlceotftewtehnolagies and itseftacton ertemaltrude aredlffiauftto
assess ewifitaily. New technalogies are charaatodsad by the breadtlt of owrtunw
craat&,udttchmakesitharclertoassessheiremploymantlmpacLTherEisnadatmthat
adeflniteanswercanbeprovidedandmreistakenthatthosewhlcharcgivenaretounded
on a solid methodolagical basis
tant in promoting teleworking in its own
employment prograrnmes since the legal
and practical problems associated with
this form of working remain unresolved.
Available from: Mitteilungen aus der
Arbeitsmarkt und Berufsforschung, Heft 4, 1995,
Verlag W. Kohlhammer, Stuttgan. DE.
Qualltatlve und Quantltatlve
Auswlrkungen der lnformatlons-
gesellschaft auf dle Beschiftlgung
(The Qualltatlve and Quantltatlve
Employment lmpact ol the lnforma-
tlon Soclety)
HOFMANN H, SAUL C (1996)
This study assesses the societal impact of
moves towards a global information so-
ciety. It looks at the impact on economy
and labour market policies, of the liber-
alisation of telecommunications markets,
the rapid expansion of communication
networks, and the use of these technolo-
gies. These developments are particu-
larly relevant as they are strongly linked
to hopes for an improvement in the la-
bour market situation. Using a review of
German and international literature on
the subject, the authors describe the most
upto-date findings as well as exposing
gaps in the research.
The frst part of the study considers
the assumption that the use of new tech-
nologies can assist in the launching of
new services into new markets, by evalu-
ating the impact of ICTs on the produc-
tion sector. All sectors expect an expan-
sion in market penetration, and it is prob-
able that the telecommunications sector,
in particular, will increase its market
share. However, at the same time, no
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positive employment effects are antici-
pated.
It is argued that in sectors involved in
the manufacture of IT investment and
consumer goods, positive employment
effects can only be expected if their com-
petitive position is improved. A positive
overall trend is expected in the printmedia
and software industry.
The application of ICTs generates
substantial changes in the areas of work
organisation, training and the generation
ofadded value. The study found that 167o
of workers in Germany were using some
form of computerised equipment in 1992.
This represents a twofold increase over a
period of seven years, and numbers are
set to rise further. Significantly, the au-
thors question whether these develop-
ments will lead to an increasing demand
for training as new technologies are be-
coming more and more user friendly.
Available from; ifo Institut fiir
Wirtschaftsforschung, Poschingerstr. 5, Postfach
86 04 60, 81631 Miinchen. DE.
The lmpact of lnformatlon
Technologies on Future
Employment in the European
Communlty
GERSTENBERGER W, GOLINELLI H, VOGLER-
LUDWTG K (1991)
The aim of this report is to forecast the
employment impact of information tech-
nology in the European Community up to
the year 2005. In detailed studies of se-
Iected industries, the report assesses the
direct effects of the increasing use of
ICTs on production and employment,
distinguishing between manufacturers
and users of these technologies. It then
goes on to evaluate the competitive posi-
tion of European manufacturers of ICT
equipment. Finally, the authors look at
different scenarios for the diffusion of
ICT using the HERMES model.
The most important impact of infor-
mation technology will be the network-
ing of existin g islands, bringing about a
further globalisation of markets and stimu-
lating new products and services. While
changes are likely to affect all economic
sectors, the market in services will feel
the impact most strongly.
One of the main conclusions is that
the impact of information technologies
on employment in the European Com-
munity is very much determined by the
competitiveness of European ICT indus-
tries. Since a number of factors indicate
a weak competitive position, the authors
argue that a rapid diffusion of informa-
tion technologies could, in fact, lead to
job losses. Positive employment effects
are more likely to be found in Japan and
in the newly industrialised countries of
South-East Asia. The potential for job
creation is estimated at around 3.3 mil-
lion, should Europe's competitive posi-
tion improve, which the authors argue is
not beyond the realms of possibility.
Any strategy to achieve such an im-
provement has to address both supply
and demand side issues. An increase in
the numberoflarge European suppliers is
required, and more resources have to be
expended on innovation. The removal of
barriers to EC internal trade, an opening
of markets for third country competitors
and an improvement in the business envi-
ronment for ICT industries are equally of
central importance.
Demand would be stimulated through
the improvement of public data networks,
ICT investments in the public sphere and
through initial and continuing education.
Available from: ifo Institut ftir
Wirtschaftsforschung, Poschingerstr. 5, Postfach
86 04 60, 81631 MUnchen. EN.
Chlps & Jobs - Zu den
Beschdft i gungswi rkun gen
Programmgesteueder Arbeitsmiftel
(Chips & Jobs - On the Employment
lmpact of Computerised
Equtpment)
KALMBACH P, KURZ H D (1992)
The book by Kalmbach and Kurz evalu-
ates who benefits and who suffers as a
result oftechnological change. Is the use
of new ICTs more likely to create or to
destroy jobs? On the basis of a dynamic
input-output model, the study produces
calculations showing the impact of three
different scenarios for the diffusion of
ICTs. The main point of reference is the
calculation based on so-called best prac-
tice technologies (the mostadvanced tech-
nologies on the market). Input and pro-
ductivity coefficients make it possible to
calculate employment and growth ef-
fects in a model. The simulations in this
study were based on West German input-
output statistics.
One of the most importantfindings of
this study is that, with the rise in the use
of ICTs, increases in labour productivity
will not be entirely compensated for by
increases in output. It is therefore to be
expected that jobs will be lost as a result
of the introduction of new technologies.
While there are certain compensatory
effects, these are insuffrcient to preyent
related redundancies.
There are likely to be changes in the
sectoral and occupational distribution of
employment. Among the winners are sec-
tors involved in the manufacture of ICT
equipment, ie the computer and electron-
ics industry; telecommunications, as a
large scale user, is also included under
this heading. Interestingly, the construc-
tion industry can also anticipate positive
growth effects, resulting from growing
investment and the limited potential for
the application of ICTs in this sector.
Contrary to popular opinion, the re-
port argues that unemployment is un-
likely to increase as a result of the rapid
introduction of ICTs. Rapid diffusion
(over 15 years) can be shown to have less
of a negative impact on employment than
slow diffusion (30 years). Additionally,
the positive output effects generated by
rapid diffusion are much stronger.
This study categorically rejects calls
seeking to prevent the introduction of
new technologies, arguing that the ad-
verse effects of such a strategy on com-
petitiveness would be catastrophic. Nev-
ertheless, policy needs to address the
employment effects of technological
changes, either by instituting policies for
gowth or a reduction in working time.
Available from: Metropolis Verlag fiir
Okonomie, Gesellschaft und Politik GmbH,
Bahnhofstr. 16,35037 Marburg. DE.
Other references
Freeman C, Soete L (1991) Gesamt-
wlrtschaftllche und sektoraleAnalyseder
zukiinftlgen Entwlcklung von BeschEftF
gung und Ausblldung ln der Europilschen
Gemelnschaft unter dem ElnfluB der neu-
en lnformatlons- und Kommunlkatlons-
technlken (An Economlc and Sectoral
Analysls ol Future Tralnlng and Employ-
ment Trends ln the European Unlon under
the lnfluence ol New lnlormatlon and
Communlcatlon Technologles) MERIT
Rijksuniversiteit Limburg, PO Box 616,
NL-6200 Maastricht, The Netherlands. DE.
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Les Autoroutes de l'lnformatlon,
Rapport pour le premier mlnlstre.
(lntormatlon Superhlghways. A
Report tor the Prlme Mlnister)
THERY G (1994)
In 1994, the French government commis-
sioned G6rard Th6ry, General Engineer
of Telecommunications, to conduct a
study on information superhighways. The
aim was to examine the potential appli-
cation of superhighways, and the capac-
ity of French industry to produce and
develop corresponding software and tech-
nology to respond to them. An attempt
was also made to evaluate how informa-
tion superhighways could contribute to
the general tasks of government, such as
national and regional development, edu-
cation, vocational training, research, cul-
ture, public health and urban policy.
Th6ry was also asked to analyse how
the roles of the main actors in the sector
could be expected to develop and, lastly,
to highlight the impact of information
superhighways on employment. We are
concerned, here, mainly with the latter
aspect of the report.
Th6ry frst places his remarks in an
international context. Information super-
highways represent a universal challenge,
posing a threat to established positions in
the telecommunications and information
field andpresaging major societal change,
not least in terms of employment. Be-
sides the improvement in the qualiry of
infrastructures brought about by the in-
formation superhighways, account also
has to be taken of the new activities and
services which are likely to arise.
Th6ry regards equality of access to
information as an important guiding prin-
ciple. In the competitive regime which
seems likely to develop, Th6ry considers
that it is essential to ensure that a 'univer-
sal' service is developed. Such a service
would provide every citizen with access
not only to the telephone, but also to the
full range of multimedia services. Fur-
thermore, the objective of universality
must be combined with ease of use at the
technical level.
Th6ry observes that we are entering
an intermediate period in which many
Thepubltcationofttws@twoshte-commissbnedreports, onaontnformation suporhtgh-
waysarfrtheotherontelsseMices,hastacililatodadobateonfheinformatlonsocietyand
Its consaquences for employment. Though thsru are potanttal gaifis ln @mplopent
rasultinglron the applicafron of new informatiafi and aafimunlcationte*nolqies, both
authors stress that such gatns are nat tlnkod sototy to the rate of dis*minatlon of new
techfiolagles, Moreovef, frn authars do not claim thal these technologies provide a
sol atio fi t o una mp I oy ms nt,
Franwlswellposltioned in termsof teleammunlcationsand can, pfi{anlially, take
advanlags of cuirent technalagical developments. Howevor, the capaw of Frenclt
companles ta antici pate and react ls cruci al to the davelwnent of naw aetivltlas an d iobs
related to dt6 naw communlcatlon technologte$, To Hke a canuate exampla, Minitol,
whichwasc{eat6dby FnancaTdl6wmtSyearsagoandrsgardedatthetimeasagenuine
innovation, has devaloryd tlttle tn tadtnologlcal terms (even lf its terminals have been
improved), The artual of the lntemel lo, therefore, likaly to have a revolulionary lmpaet
on the cunsnt Frsnclt scene , partrcularly as, unlike Minitel, tt is a glohal technalogy. TNs
lllustfE,tos both frw hlgh technical ability af the Frencfi talecams utllv, but also irs
Ifi adaquate eofi fi erclal respon slveness, thw tar,
ln concluslon, if the tak*off of ths nswcarnmufilcatlontedffiolagles ln Franee has
been slow, thls tsalsobecause Frene;htorr$$mersda notassimitatetechnologyquickly,
ascanbeseenfromthaexamplaof themobllephone market,whidthastahen tongerb
dmorge in Fraflca ffian lfi mo6t other European countries.
new services - apart, of course, from
mobile telephones - are not yet market-
able. He argues that the market for low-
speed telecommunication services is
reaching saturation point, with the ex-
ception of the mobile phone market. The
telephone and Minitel are nearing the end
of theirlives and the household multime-
dia equipment cycle seems unlikely to
begin before 1997, and then only on
condition that the necessary investment
is made in high-speed infrastructures.
Decisions have, tlerefore, to be made
and action taken on investment in infor-
mation superhighways and multimedia
in France, if employment in the telecom-
munications sector is not to be become
unstable or even endangered.
The report claims that information
superhighways will have both direct and
indirect effects on employment. New
employment opportunities can be ex-
pected as a result of the increased com-
petitiveness of existing enterprises and
from the development of new services.
Prospects for new services exist in a large
number of sectors, as a result of new
modes of service delivery and consump-
tion. In Th6ry's view, these represent
new markets, not so-called substitution
markets. He makes a comparison with
the case of Minitel which is said to have
led to the creation of 15,000 - 20,000 new
jobs, only one third of which were with
France Telecom, the majortelecoms util-
ity.
The changes have particular implica-
tions for the services sector, where com-
munications and information-processing
techniques are increasingly necessary.
'For every one franc of turnover achieved
by the telecommunications utility, it is
believed that some three francs will be
generated in the service sector'. This,
according to the study, is where the great-
est potential for job-creation lies. Small
companies in the service sector - though
not exclusively in that sector - are set to
be the major beneficiaries from these
developments.
Non-repetitive services characterised
by high labour costs and enjoying geo-
graphical advancages could be particu-
larly productive for the French economy
in employment terms. The risk of these
jobs being exported to other locations is
lower than is the case with services in-
volving repetitive tasks with low added
value.
This will only be the case, however, if
rapid action is taken. The ability of ex-
ecutives to anticipate and react, with the
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support of political decision-makers, is
crucial if the opportunities offered by
digital communications are to be fully
exploited in employment terms.
Collection des rapports officiels. Available
from: La Documentation Frangaise, 29 quai Branly,
75007 Paris. FR.
Le T6l6travall en France. Rapport
pour le Mlnlstlre de I'lnt6rleur et le
MlnistBre des Entreprises et du
D6veloppement Economlque
(Teleworklng in France. A Report
for the Mlnistry of the lnterior and
the Mlnlstry for Buslness and
Economlc Development)
BRETON T (1994)
One of the challenges facing economies
in the coming years will be to increase the
flexibility of work and to continually
improve the competitiveness of the terti-
ary sector. In this context, teleworking is
without doubt one of the modes of work
organisation which will meet the new
demands of service delivery and also
respond also to the changes in markets.
Breton's report describes several as-
pects of teleservices. Firstly, 'tele-serv-
ices companies' may be developed as
companies providing tele-secretarial
work, aiming to offer services performed
with the aid of computer and telecommu-
nications technology. Secondly,'tele-
deployment' may arise, involving the
creation by companies of 'satellite' cen-
tres - booking tele-centres, tele-centres
for archives, and so on - in a remote
location and involving several telework-
ers operating at a single site. Finally,
'teleworking' is set to develop, where an
individual wage-earner or entrepreneur
carries out their work away from the
immediate area of the enterprise where
the product of the work is to be delivered.
A large part of this report is devoted to
teleworking.
According to the author, there were
around 16,000 paid teleworkers in France
at the end of 1993. Breton estimates that
by the year 2005, this figure will rise to
between 300,000 and 500,000, although
the Institut de I'Audiovisuel et des
T6l6communications en Europe estimates
the figure for the year 2000 at 200,000-
300,000.
Whatever the projections, it is the
case that teleworking is developing in a
growing number of French companies.
Many developments of this kind were
established h 1992 and 1993, largely as
a result of the economic situation which
forced enterprises to review their budgets
and, in some cases, their organisation.
In parallel with the Breton commis-
sion, an initiative aimed at encouraging
companies, administrative bodies and
local authorities to develop teleworking
was launched in 1992 by DATAR
(D6l6gation i I'am6nagement du
Territoire), a body which falls under the
aegis of the Ministry of the Interior. More
than 150 projects received support under
this initiative, aimed mainly at promot-
ing job creation in rural areas. The out-
come of this work is not yet known,
although an evaluation ofit is believed to
be underway.
The Ile de France region, where there
is a high level of transport congestion,
has set up a project, being carried out by
CATRAL (Comitd pour I'Am6nagement
du temps de travail et de loisirs de Ia
r6gion lle de France). The aim is to create
local tele-offices, equipped with telecom-
munications technology, around the Ile
de France, to relieve the congestion of
Paris and its suburbs.
Despite such initiatives, teleworking
in France is developing slowly. The
Breton Report concludes that teleworking
will not spread at the rate of penetration
of the new technologies, but at the rate of
dissemination of the new modes of or-
ganisation. It also comments that, proc-
esses affecting the modification of work
organisation can only be implemented
pragmatically and with caution since they
call into question all the traditional prac-
tices of the company and require a broad
process ofprior consultation between the
various parties concerned. We are look-
ing, then, at a complete overhaul of tradi-
tional ways of working.
Yet, in many ways, teleworking is
attractive to the French: the various door-
step polls carried out have shown that
more than half those interviewed were
prepared to work full-time or part-time
from home. However, in some caseso
people fear that their temporary distanc-
ing from the workplace may lead to their
receiving less recognition from their
employer and may reduce opportunities
for promotion. Moreover, the isolated
situation in which the salaried teleworker
may be placed presupposes a very high
degree of responsibility, maturity and
autonomy, together with good time-man-
agement.
A further report on teleworking by
Gontierr also stresses that teleworking is
not without its dangers for employees,
who could lose their employment rights.
It notes that contracts of employment
tend to become more elastic and to slide
towards a contract to provide a service. It
is clear that there are serious, unresolved
issues regarding the employment rights
of teleworkers.
For companies, teleworking may
present several advantages: reduction of
costs; time and productivity gains; and
improvement of the quality of work.
However, the position of management
may seem to be weakened as a result of
the loss of dayto-day contact with work-
ers and the greater autonomy of workers.
Consequently, in order to counter the
disadvantages of isolation and lack of
contact with colleagues, some compa-
nies have opted for alternate telework-
ing, which is a compromise between
working from home and working at the
company's premises. This form of tel-
eworking probably represents one of the
best ways of gradually disseminating new
modes of organisation throughout com-
panies.
Given France' s current infrastructures
- particularly in telecommunications - it
is possible for the whole of the economy
to avail itself of teleworking. Its intro-
duction should not, however, be regarded
as a universal panacea, but rather as one
of the expressions of economic, organi-
sational and social change which are
currently having a profound effect on all
Western countries, as is stressed in the
Breton Report.
Available from: La Documentation Frangaise,
29 quai Branly,75@7 Paris. 1994. FR.
I Genevidve Gontier, Le t6l6travail, vague de fond ou
engouement passager ? (Telework - here to stay or j6t a
passing craze?) dossier no.4, new series, 1994. Available
from: Centre d'6rudes de I'Emploi, 29, Promenade Michel
Simon, 93 I 66 Noisy-le-Grand Cedex.
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lnnovazlone e Occupazlone
nell'lndustrla ltaliana. Un'anallsi
per lmprese e Seftori (lnnovatlon
and Employment ln ltallan lndustry.
A Flrms and *ctors Suruey)
EVANGELISTA R (t99s)
This article presents data from a survey
which looked at the effect of innovative
processes and products on employment
and capital investment. The survey was
carried out by Istat and CNR, in 1990, in
over 8,220 innovative firms. It considers
the effects of technological changes in
the manufacturing sector, during the pe-
riod 1980 to 1985.
The results show a cleardisplacement
effect of labour by technology, but also
highlight significant differences across
sectors. Sectors heavily reliant on re-
search and development, such as phar-
maceuticals and aerospace, as well as
specialised sectors, such as machine tools
and electronic components producers,
display positive employment effects as a
result of the introduction of innovative
processes. [n contrast, the traditional
manufacturing sector has been character-
ised by significant restructuring proc-
esses and job losses. Since the latter
sector predominates in Italy, innovation
has led to significant job losses.
L'industria - Rivista di economia e politica
industriale, Allul,o XV, No I, January-March 1995.
Available from: Societi Editrice il Mulino, Strada
Maggiore 37,40125 Bologna. IT, EN.
Tecnologla, Produzlone Snella ed
Occupazlon e (Tech nology, Lean
Production and Employment)
MARTOTT| S (1995)
This paper discusses the effects of the
development of IT and lean production
on employment. The author argues that
unemployment is resulting from the la-
bour saving impact of new technologies
and lean production, as well as from the
slow rate ofintroduction ofproduct inno-
vations.
The production ofnew services based
on fI is largely dependent on costly and
long-term investments in IT infrastruc-
tures. According to the author, consumer
ln ltaly, there is very llttle res@ardt on th6 effect.s of information technology on employ-
ment.
The m4jofiy otlhe wallabla research rctateisto6lth6rlnnavatlonortothe indusittdl
pollcy aspecb of tho leleffimmmlcatione sector Thls lntarest ls mndllioned by tha
cuffont trafisformatlan af the sector in ltaly, Including liberaliaatlon of the markot, the
prtvatkafron af the publie sector, the refonn of the Telecommufil@Itafi MtnW aad tlre
creation of sn tittfr-trusl cofimlsslon.
Th* l$at-CNR eurwy ls widely used in ltaly to examlne tha dtssotfttfiation at
hruvaflvo pac$6as. However, there ls no analysis by type ol lnnovatfun, nor ls theie a
Nnsldaratlondtheaffectof thesedevelopmontsonemployment,partisiar{yintormeof
W of labs last and/or galned.
. Vlvarelli, and Frcy end VNarelli consider the employment affects of develoryants in
telecommunlcations, Vlvaralll conments an the way ln which the ltallan education dnd
tratnlng systems have responded to lT devslopmenB. Howaver, as Fr6y and Vlvarelli
potnt out, the developmanl af lwg lelecfifimunicatione sector continues to lag behtnd
that of other Europaan cwntrlea- Calnarca 6t al a{*o htghlight the shoftage of skillsd
technial pe rsonnal, particuhrty h the ttafiufaelulng sector,
training in the use of such technology is
also required.
The report concludes that it is neces-
sary to invest in information infrastruc-
tures and in research and development
for product innovations, in order to in-
crease the demand for new products and
services. Long-term investment in hu-
man resource development is also seen to
be important.
L'industria - Rivista di economia e politica
indust riale, Anno XV, No 2, April-June 1995. Avail-
able from: Societ) Editrice il Mulino, Strada
Maggiore 37 , Nl25 Bologna. IT. EN abstract.
Technology Pollcy and the
Reglonal Demand for lCT Skllls.
NatlonalReport: ltaly
vlvARELLt M (1994)
This report describes the development of
information and communications tech-
nology in Italy and examines its impact
from a regional perspective. It is noted
that Italy appears to be falling behind
other countries, particularly in terms of
the automation of production and office
automation.
Within Italy, the southern region lags
behind the north in terms of innovative IT
developments. Indeed, this'technologi-
cal' gap can be seen to be a more impor-
tant factor explaining the general under-
development of the Mezzogiorno than
the different levels of economic develop-
ment.
The application of computer-based
technologies, in both manufacturing and
services sectors, has brought about ex-
tensive changes in the Italian education
and training systems. In the past two
decades, new courses have been devel-
oped for schools and the number ofvoca-
tional courses devoted to electronics and
informatics increased. However, although
such courses are now more widely avail-
able, they do not necessarily convey the
most up-to-date knowledge, nor are they
aimed specifically at the needs of adults.
Technology Policy and the Regional Demand
for ICT Skills the Case of Information and Commu-
nicationTec hno logy : Austria, G reece, I rehnd, I taly
Synthesis Report by W Blumberger and Dietmar
Nemeth. July 1994. Available from: M Vivarelli,
Universiti Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Facolti di
Economia e Commercio, Sede die Piacenza, Via
Emilia Parmense 84, I-29100 Piscenza. EN.
Effettl Occupazlonall de! Progresso
Tecnlco nel Settore delle
Telecomunlcazloni (Occupatlonal
Effects of Technologlcal Change ln
th e Te lecom m u n lcatl o n s Secto r)
FREY M, VTVARELLI M (1989)
This paper is organised in four parts. The
flrst considers the structure of the tel-
ecommunications sector and its evolu-
tion in recent years, whilst the second
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aanalyses the sector's occupational im-
pact. The third part provides a more
detailed analysis of differences in labour
force composition by gender, age and
qualification. The final part presents an
analysis of the literature on the occupa-
tional effects of technological innova-
tion. The paper is based on five case
studies of large Italian firms in the tel-
ecommunications sector.
The telecommunications sectoris seen
to play a strategic role in the economic
development of a country. The Italian
telecommunications sector is relatively
under-developed compared to other Eu-
ropean countries, although its market
potential is high. The main reasons for
this are the lack of high levels of invest-
ment, necessary for research and devel-
opment, and the need to revise national
regulatory frameworks in order to stimu-
late the sharing ofresearch and develop-
ment costs with international partners.
The telecommunications sector in
Italy experienced substantial develop-
ment in the early 1970s, followed by a
halt in growth in the later 1970s. Unem-
ployment was avoided by Government
intervention and in the 1980s, the sector
was restructured in order to meet increas-
ing demand.
After 1985, large scale redundancies
were again threatened as a result of the
introduction of labour saving techniques.
This situation was exacerbated by the
gowth in production capacity that had
taken place in the 1970s. Unemployment
in the telecommunications sector was
less dramatic than elsewhere because of
the labour intensive nature of the instal-
lation and maintenance processes. How-
ever, there was a rise in unemployment in
the software production sector.
Those workers in telecommunications
who did lose their jobs tended to be the
least qualified blue collar workers, with
Iow levels of education and training and
who also included a high proportion of
women. Natural wastage was insufficient
to absorb the loss ofjobs, even though the
numbers of graduates and white collar
workers rose as a result of increasing
research and development activities. The
loss ofjobs was concentrated in southern
Italy, which has a relatively high propor-
tion of production plants employing blue
collar workers.
Quade rni di economia de I lavoro,No 38. Avail-
able from: Franco Angeli, viale Monza 106,20127
Milano. IT.
Nuove Tecnologie ed Occupazlone.
L'impatto dell'Automazione Flessi-
bile sull'Occupazione nell'!ndustrla.
Un !ndagine Microeconomica
(New Technologies and Employ-
ment. The Effect of Flexible Auto-
mation on Employment in the
Manufacturing Sector. A Micro-
economic suruey)
CAINARCA G C, COLOMBO M G, MARIOTTI S
(1 eel )
This article analyses the effects on em-
ployment of the introduction of flexible
automation in the manufacturing sector.
It was carried out by a team of economists
and engineers and is based on case stud-
ies and data from postal and telephone
questionnaires. The l2 case studies were
used to examine the skills required forthe
introduction of flexible automation in
metalworking and the mechanical indus-
try. The questionnaire, administered to
106 firms, aimed to look at job losses
arising from the introduction of flexible
automation.
The findings indicate that the devel-
opment of computer-based technologies
leads to a2.6%o reduction in total employ-
ment (4Vo for blue collar workers). It is
argued that unemployment related to tech-
nological innovations will double by the
end of the 1990s.
The results also suggest that techno-
logical developments will lead to an up-
grading of skills in highly skilled jobs
and downgrading of skills for manual
workers in traditional sectors. Most job
losses are expected in assembly and pro-
duction processes. The workers affected
are unlikely to find employment else-
where, since it is very difficult to provide
them with effective re-training. How-
ever, the growth of flexible automation is
expected to increase the demand for highly
skilled technicians (engineers, experts in
computer science, etc), who are in short
supply.
Quaderni della Fondazione Adriano Olivetti.
Available from: Fondazione Adriano Olivetti, Via
Zanardelli 34,00186 Rome. IT.
Other relerences
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Portugal
Estndo Nacional de Llteracla
(Natlonal Llteracy Study)
BENAVENTE A, ROSA A, FIRMINO DA COSTA
AND AVILA P (lees)
A research team from the Social Studies
Institute, presents the preliminary find-
ings from a study evaluating the reading,
wtiting and arithmetic skills of the Portu-
guese population aged between 15 and
65. The authors used both quantitative
and qualitative methods including a
sociographic study of reading, writing
and arithmetic skills, a survey based on
self-assessment, evaluative tests of these
skills and in-depth studies of specific
groups to analyse styles of handling writ-
ten information.
The main concepts of literacy are
discussed; literacy is defined as being the
abiliry to handle written information in
everyday life. Following al analysis of
similar studies carried out in the USA and
Canada, the authors established a lit-
eracy scale for Portugal ranging from
level zero, which does not exist in the
countries where similar studies have been
carried out, but which equates to a total
inability to carry out any task, to level
four.
Tho distribution of the population
over the five literacy levels is as follows:
level 0 - lo.3Vo;level I - 37Vo; level 2 -
32.17o; level3 - l2.7%o andlevel4 -7.9Vo.
The report draws a number of conclu-
sions which indicate a comparatively low
level of literacy. The authors argue that
the socio-professional composition of the
Portuguese population reflects a profile
made up of wage-earners with meagre
economic resources and low skill levels,
which is often combined with low levels
of literacy. This is aggravated by the fact
that, compared to other European coun-
tries, the Portuguese do not read a great
deal ofbooks, magazines or newspapers.
The highest literacy scores were obtained
for whatthe authors term 'informal' read-
ing praciices, such as the reading ofcap-
tions on television or information about
products and services. The most frequent
written activities were writing messages
and frlling in forms. Arithmetic skills are
mainly used to make purchases and in the
management of the family budget. At
lnPartug ,theetrrytoyrnentlmpttationsotfrtdlfiarmafron&octetyaronoNasyot,ataplc
thatisttightydeveloped.Thlslad$ffowarctthkktngmayMatfribtnedbalttprtheslaw
Weo at v*rlctr new technologtas have been introdumd wlthtn most orga#sattons or
p*slblytotheperiphoratposittonthatPortugathotdslntermeof hadwardandsofware
ptfrudtonandth6ptoduGfiofianddls$efifiMfronof ddafardwforq,tln{ormilonstlstams,
llowgvar, if we lo& atthe tansfoffrntlons taklng plare in the telewrynunications
sector,t wecan saethat, sincetheeady t99As, Potfitgdlhasbeen angagedinapr&@s
of acaabrutlon due ta the avallfutllg ol new sewiees - moblte phanes, paging, trunklng,
vafu+dded llnes, dala cwnmunlcafron and so on. Thfs rrroeeri$ b ttnkad ta the
Itberallsallur of fhll &do1 whtch has enabled n6w oryfitors to entsr the telecommunh
mtionsmarkaL
tn sptte of thew c{wrges, amployment tn thls edctor has twt raen afid ruprcsvflb onty
O,5% of total amploymenle
The goctas masl ln favour of the ed,opttan of new tnfumattan technow {ln are
, 
panktng, witrt ths spread of ATM termlnals, and commerw and wvices, whlch have
lntradumd aubmafrc farms of payment.
Tho Jobs oraded dbectly by tha ifiomatlon sodw arc @n@ntrated ln a small
numbarof acfrlpatlrts, prtncipallythose llnkdlo computing and tetscammuntatluts.
Tfteincreaselnhedemandtoratafllnthesepatfuularoeupatbnshasledtolhembelng
valued more highly.
ThsepreaddlTant,lnsomecasas,pto*t@anunlortunatestde-alfefrlhaexcluslan
of part ot the ppulafron ftom dlher amess to th6 woild oI wark or access to informafion
andlelsure,Tfisrtskisallthsgreatoftaaaus9thoPortagueeafpp/ulatrontsdtaractarlstsd
by lwt skltt levels and tow edumtlonal attdnment,
To avaid new saclal dMstons af *rle klnd, tralnlng ln lT ha* to be extandad into tnitral
andan-the-Wlratntng.lndvlduatsalsahavetob6eq.ttryedurlththasdltstomastorthe
availabte lnformatlon. Tho uolntrlhutions clwsen rcllad thls @nmrn. The CESO paper
shows that, ln spite of the ef{otts mado to iwrovs the *ldll levels of workers, the absen*
af afrveparticlpatlonbythesoctatpartners,cwpledwlthlhaspeoifronatsreoltlweectot,
twve led to slow progrcss ln dle rcefiudartng H@e*.
The wmos$ of such re$tructudng deponds an the creation d measures whtch wtll
s0mulata lndepatfrent shqkeepen to spesd up the rnodenisation procoas and, ln
parlleiar, to lmgrove tbe sklll lavels ol their staff.
Efforts fiiust atso be mado to tden#fy the ma*et nbhas ln whWt the carnpet$ve
advanfuga af indepandent aftops ene0tes them to respond to ffie dtanges whldt are
cunently wklng place, associated wltft lhe prollferufron of larye arynnart@ts.
Tha natlonal ltteracysttdycanledoutbythe Swtal Studtas lnstltute lean lmpartant
t@ltogenorutedataontheeduca{nnataM*killsproflleofthePafiuguesepoptattonwd
highlighls tha difllaltiee whtdt sfrll perslst tn fhe I 990s tn the araa* of readlng, u*tfrng and
arithmstic.
Tha usaof dftrttermethflologlcat approaches tathos6 u@d tn otherstudta*lnthe
USA and Canada anablas cornprtsons to be dadl between the dltterant results.
1 An EU"sWnsorbd firfi Is euranff baing #flied od, wtth SottWpse pattl@ailon, ,b a$lw tho
futpact on enphymeql ol th? ll@${1ffifuldpttuafrsattu d dto tebbililfinlcatJ@d $efur
2 rcP fiAgq Eil,dsll#,e tu Cothtti@g&es 19Wg*1, LlEbotL lCP.
lrdtuna & ktlondlw (rWI) knpaat$e dd$ Tedwlqtas da lnlsflnagto na Adnhdstqtu Fdb,lea,
U&o{t, ll.
work, the level of application of various
skills differs according to socio-profes-
sional category.
Available from: ICS, Edificio ISCTE, Avenida
das Forgas Armad,s, P- 16&) Lisboa. PT.
continued on page 36
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aAnallse das Tendencias e dos
Obst6culos i Coer6ncia Dlnimlca
entre os Slstemas de Formag6o, as
Necessidades de Formagio
Profisslonal e os Partenarlados
Sticlo-educatlvos (Analysts ol
Trends towards and Obstacles to
Dynamlc Coheslon between
Trainlng Systems, Tralnlng lVeeds
and Soclo-educative Partnerships)
e$aaROsro r (rses)
This study, which was sponsored by the
CNE (National Education Council), analy-
ses the trends within - and links between -
training systems, vocationaltraining needs
and educational partnerships.
This critique of published material
aims to characterise the Portuguese train-
ing system, identiff methodologies for
the analysis of such systems and highlight
the importance of co-operation between
the different social partners in improving
education and training policies.
The study stresses the need to improve
the effectiveness of vocational training by
planning the provision of skills training in
a way which meets the employer's needs.
The three main conclusions drawn from
this study are firstly, that in spite of the
increasing diversification of the educa-
tion and training system, which is linked
to the increasing vocational element of
education, better links still need to be
established with the world of work. Sec-
ondly, it is argued that Portugal still lacks
the basic analytical tools such as a direc-
tory of career patterns, and national stra-
tegic models have yet to be identified.
Finally, co-operation with the socialpart-
ners mustbe improved in orderto achieve
greater levels of participation in the
definition of training requirements.
The authors conclude that policy
should seek to promote the pro-active
managementand provision of skills train-
ing to meet the needs of employers. In
order to achieve this, a concerted effort
is required to increase current skill lev-
els in the workforce and specific tools
will have to be created to ensure ongo-
ing human resource management pro-
viding employment specific training.
One such tool is the directory of career
patterns which has, for the most part,
already been developed by other EU
countries, and which is crucial to the
implementation of a sustained human
resources development policy.
Available from: CNE, Rua Florbela
Espanca, P-1700 Lisboa. PT.
Emprego, Estrutura Profissional e
Formagio no Sector do Com6rcio
a Retalho em Portugal
(E m pl oy me nt, O cc u patl o n a I
Structure and Trainlng in the
lndependent Retail Sector in
Portugal)
coNcErgQo coRDElRo u, x6vecs t,
BRANDAO MONIZ A, DIAS IAND LAVADINHO J
(1 ees)
This document presents the findings of a
study carried out within the framework
of the FORCEprograrnme which sought
to assess and compare recent develop-
ments in the independent retail sector in
the European Union. The aim ofthe project
was to establish the consequences of these
developments for vocational training
policy. The Pornrguese national case
study was carried out by a team of re-
searchers from the CESO research cen-
tre. The national picture was compiled
using available statistical data and case
studies, in particular, good practice stud-
ies of enterprises involved in innovative
vocational training projects.
The Portuguese reiail sector is char-
acterised by a large number (11.8 per
1,000 inhabitants) of small scale estab-
lishments (2.3 workers per shop) in Por-
tugal. The majority of these establish-
ments belong to the food sector, which
accounts for more that 55Vo of all inde-
pendent retail outlets.
The sector is undergoing change,
largely as a result of competition from
large supermarkets which has resulted in
an increased need for modernisation, and
an improvement in the quality of services
provided. It is, therefore, of paramount
importance that the low skill levels of
workers in this sector are addressed.
Investment in training is the shategic
requirement to ensure an increase in com-
petitiveness by independent shopkeep-
ers, but the specific features of the sector,
characterised by small family businesses,
means that it is difficult to identify and
satisfy training needs.
Available from: Inc Force Portugal, Praga de
Londres, T, P-1000 Lisboa. PT.
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Sweden
The 1995 Medlum Term Survey of
the Swedlsh Economy
MTN|STRY OF FTNANCE (1ess)
This report is part of a series of surveys of
the economy publishedevery two ortlree
years since 1948. The surveys are under-
taken by the Ministry of Finance, al-
though their terms of reference are not
specified by the Government, and are
intended to provide a foundation for fu-
ture policy decisions. The report deals
mainly with the question of how to regain
and maintain growth in the Swedish
economy. However, several annexes to
the report comment on the impact of the
inforrnation society on employment.
According to the report, the supply of
expertise in natural sciences and technol-
ogy is unlikely to keep pace with de-
mand, unless measures are instituted to
increase the number of science and engi-
neering graduates, which is currently
lower in Sweden than in most OECD-
countries.
The report also argues that the Swed-
ish telecommunications system is well
developed compared with other coun-
tries and that the price of 0elecommuni-
cation services is one of the lowest in the
OECD. Access to computerised telephone
exchanges and mobile telephone networks
is virtually universal and more advanced,
high-capacity networks for digital com-
munication are being installed. However,
the report states that it is still too early to
assess the economic potential of invest-
ment in the further development of elec-
tronic highways. Linking up a sufficient
number of households and firms is diffi-
cult and costly, but Sweden's geography
and the strength of its telecommunica-
tions sector provide strong axguments for
exploring such developments.
Available from: Fritzes, Kundtjlinst, S-106 47,
Stockholm. SV, EN.
Sverlges ekonomlska geografl.
Bilaga 5 till L&ngtldsutredningen
1995 (Sweden's Economlc
Geography. Annex 5 to The 1995
Medlum Term Suruey of the
Swedlsh Economy)
NUTEK (NAT|ONAL BOARD FOR TNDUSTRTAL
AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT) (1994)
This report identifies the possibiliry of
long-term economic growth in the Swed-
ish economy from a regional perspective.
It is expected that improvements in infor-
mation technology will create new op-
portunities for more peripheral regions,
while the advantage of the central re-
gions will probably be strengthened.
Although the use of telecommunica-
tions may decrease the demand for per-
sonal transport and thus lessen the nega-
tive impact of large distances for regions
on the periphery, developments to date
suggest the opposite to be the case. The
increasing complexity and internation-
alisation of production have required im-
proved personal transport systems, de-
spite continuously improving telecom-
munications.
Available from: Fritzes, Kunddiinst, S- 106 47,
Stockholm. SV.
Teknologlska system och
ekonomlsk tlllvdxt. Bllaga 10 tlll
L&ngtidsutrednlngen 1 995
(Technological Systems and
Economic Growth. Annex 10 to The
1995 Medtum Term Suruey ot the
Swedlsh Economy)
CABLSSON B, BMUNERHJELM P (1994)
This report analyses the impact of differ-
ent technological systems on the com-
petitiveness of Swedish manufacturing
industry. The study focuses on several
industrial sectors, including electronics
and computer technology in both the
private and public sectors. Academic re-
search on the manufacture of electronic
industrial products started late in Swe-
den, at least ten years after the United
States. Despite this, Swedish suppliers
have been successful in certain areas,
including the public sector, for example,
in the development of tele- and radio-
communications.
The report claims that the most im-
portant role for Government policy is to
encourage improvements in education
and academic research. Policy also needs
to facilitate the creation of new enter-
prises and the flow of information be-
tween users, suppliers, academic institu-
tions, research institutes, employer and
employee organisations.
Available from: Friues, Kundrjiinst, S- 106 47,
Stockholm. SV.
Svenskit nirlngsllvs teknologlska
speclaliserlng. Bllaga 11 tlll
LAngtldsutredningen 1 995
(Technologlcal Speclallsation ln
Sweden's Business Sector, Annex
11 to The 1995 Medlum Term
Suruey of the Swedlsh Economy)
NUTEK (NATIONAL BOARD FOR INDUSTRIAL
AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT) (1994)
This report describes the development of
technological resources in Sweden's busi-
ness sector. [t concludes that technologi-
cal development in international networks
is now well advanced, compared to the
situation ten years ago.
Following strong growth in the first
half of the 1980s, technological invest-
ments in Swedish industry have declined
markedly. Research and development ex-
penditure has decreased in real terms,
except in the telecommunications and
pharmaceuticals sectors.
From 1985 to 1990, there was a
growth in the numbers of qualified tech-
nicians and engineers in the business and
construction sectors. During the reces-
sion in the early 1990s, there was a fall in
the rate of growth in the construction
sector, although the growth continued at
a slower pace in the IT-related sector. It
is primarily the IT sector which is push-
ing for an increase in technical expertise
among employees.
Available from: Fritzes, Kundtjiinst, S-106 47,
Stockholm. SV.
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lT-kommlsslonens arbetsprogram
1995-96 (The 1995-96 Work
Programme ot the lT-Commlsslon)
vARtous AUTHOBS (1995)
This report is written by the lT-Commis-
sion for the Promotion of the Widespread
Utilisation of Information Technology
(referred to as the IT-Commission), ap-
pointed by the Swedish government in
1995. The purpose of the IT-Commission
is to advise the Government on strategic
issues in IT.
As regards the relationship between
lT, working life and the organisation of
work, the Commission argues that the
use of IT means that new types of con-
tract and agreements between labour
market partners need to be developed and
that work will increasingly be judged on
results, rather than on time devoted to it.
Distance work, temporary and Part-
time work and continuing education will
become more common. Such develoP-
ments require changes in the skills avail-
able in the labour market and in labour
law. Although IT has created new em-
ployment possibilities for many disabled
people, the Commission claims that many
more disabled people could hold IT-sup-
ported jobs and that this goal must have
a high priority.
However, the introduction of IT can
also create problems, such as potential
exclusion from the labour market of those
people who do not master the new tech-
nology. It is therefore important to pro-
mote developments where IT is used to
facilitate work for all people.
Available from: Fritzes, Kundddnst, S-106 47,
Stockholm. SV. Summary in EN available from:
IT-Kommissionens Sekretariat. StatsrAds-
beredningen, S-103 33 Stockholm.
Vltka konsekvenser fAr lT f6r vArt
satt att organisera vArt arbete?
(What Are the Consequences of lT
tor the Way We Organlse Our
Work?)
vARtous AUTHORS (199s)
This report was produced by the Royal
Swedish Academy of Engineering Sci-
ences to examine how IT affects business
and labour market relations. It is implied
that some of the rules, procedures and
institutions that currently characterise
working life are obsolete. Concepts like
workplace, working time and employer
are becoming less and less meaningful at
a time when many people have flexible
work patterns, performing their tasks at
varying times and in varying places.
The large and growing number of
workers who are already in such new
circumstances are insufficiently covered
by unemployment benefit funds, indus-
trial injury insurance and other institu-
tional arrangements that were designed
for labour market relations relevant for
the old industrial society.
The report concludes by suggesting
the need for an overhaul ofthe legislation
relating to distance work and a programme
that encourages the social partners to find
appropriate and effective arrangements
for distance work, within existing labour
market legislation.
Available from: IT-kommissionens sekretariat,
Statsrfrdsberedningen, 5-103 33 Stockholm. SV.
lnformationsteknologl (!T). En
6verslktllg reglona! redovisning
(lnformatlon Technology (lT). A
Brlet Reglonal Account)
WESTERMARKT, ELFVING A (1994)
This report provides an account of the
infrastructural prerequisites for the use of
IT in different parts of the country. The
main question from a regional policy
point ofview is how the availability ofIT
could be increased and how the cost of
introducing IT in different parts of the
country could be levelled out.
The development of the telephone
system AXE has been more rapid in more
densely populated areas, although the
difference between the northern and the
southern parts of Sweden is small. How-
ever, there are large price differences for
access to the ISDN-net, depending on
where access is made. Prices are higher in
the sparsely populated areas, especially
in the northern part of Sweden.
Cellular telephone networks have
ratheruniform prices throughout the coun-
try. The older analogue network covers
almost the whole country. Expansion of
the digital GSM-network is at present
restricted to the regions north of Stock-
holm, further south and along the north-
east coastline.
There is a positive link between the
establishment of an ISDN-zone and the
development of new enterprises in the
services sector, with regional policy sup-
port. At present, it is still mainly the
simpler type of network services (reli-
able telephone and fax connections) that
are in demand. It is only the larger firms
which require additional data transmis-
sion services. The report argues that in-
creased ease of access to more sophisti-
cated networks is likely to increase de-
mand, since the services will become
more attractive, in terms of both price
and facilities.
The report states that Sweden is today
one of the leading countries in terms of
IT-infrastructure. However, it is impor-
tant that the expansion of Sweden's IT-
infrastructure does not slow down, since
there is a need to ensure that all regions
have access to the different communica-
tion networks.
Available from: NUTEK. S- 1 l7 86 Stockholm.
sv.
Yheadvanceslntelaammunlationsthathavabeenmadeln$wedenareemphaslsecltn
thts &ttection of papars, There have been suggeilions that swh deYalopmenb may
asslst the more ramote and less populated reglons at Swedea Howevar, the NUTEK
Gpart'Sveips ekonomlska gao$afl'argues that technalogleal advanaes, far from
bringing about less dependence on petsonal tftnsryrt Eystams, hava actually regulr€d
tmproved physical tran sport anangenefit$.
Carlsson & BraunerhJetm point to tho imryrtan@ of Govemment poltcy h hrtnglng
about lmprovemente in educalion and traintng in lT, Thera are slgns that, vrtthout suoh
offafis, Swodan ts unllkaly to be able to meot lts naedsforterllnlral and englneerlng effilk
in tf,
The tT-Canmtssion highlights new ways af working, vvhich are made Wbsibta by lT
afid whtch may ba welhsulled to Swden's drcum*tana*s. Several of tha articles hera
oomment on fria need for amandments to labour lawto provide appropiate protectlon lor
tolewarkersandotharatypicalwotkda.Wedermafl<&Effvingpravideasummaryaf the
lnf$structur7necessAryforswedentotakefufiadvant&geof newwaysof working, using
tT, tt ts ttot6/d tlwt tho lT infrastructare in Sweden is ahead of that ln other countries,
although it requires fufther developmenL
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20 sekunder tlll lobbet.
Dlstansarbete frAn bostaden (20
Seconds to Work. Distance Work
lrom Home)
roRsrsAcx L (rsgs)
This report is published by Teldok, a
documentation centre of Telia AB, the
largest Swedish telecommunications cor-
poration. Distance work is of particular
relevance for Sweden, given that it is one
of the most sparsely populated countries
in the world. The telecommunications
market in Sweden is the most deregulated
in Europe and in international terms, the
costs for telecommunications services
are very low.
Ten distance workers were inter-
viewed about the advantages and disad-
vantages of working in this way. Their
main conclusion is that both employers
and errployees need to be able to manage
the new social situations that arise from
distance working.
The report also analyses Swedish la-
bour law and agreements between the
social partners in relation to the require-
ments of distance work. It concludes that
current labour law sen5trains, rather than
facilitates the development of distance
work. Suggestions for changes in legisla-
tion are presented.
Available from: DirektSvar, Tel: +46 8 23 00
00. sv.
Datorvanor 1995 (Computer
User 1995)
HTNTZE A (1ses)
This report is based on a telephone sur-
vey, ofover 10,000 people, on computer
usage in Sweden. It follows similar sur-
veys carried out in 1984 and 1989.
There are just under 5.2 million peo-
ple in Sweden aged between 16 and 64.
Ofthese, approximately 3.1 million (607o)
use, or have used, computers at work or in
their homes. Approximately 2.1 million,
or just over 507o, of all employed indi-
viduals aged between 16 and 64, use
computers in their work, while just under
1.4 million people in this age group use
computers in their homes.
At work, computers are used prima-
rily for word processing and for straight-
forward graphics work. Writing, man-
agement of private finances, club/asso-
ciation-related activities, and so on, are
the most common spheres of home use.
About half a million use computers at
home for education and training and a
further 100,000 home users would like to
use them for this purpose.
Men use computers to a greaterextent
than women. This is particularly notice-
able in respect of home use. Just over
30Vo of all men aged between 16 and 64
use computers at home, while approxi-
mately 227o of women do. About lTVo of
16 to @ year olds who use a computer at
home also use a modem to link with other
computers.
Around 42Vo of people in employ-
ment who use computers at home, use the
home computer as part of their work.
This means that almost half a million
people use the computer at home in order
to partly, or completely, carry out their
work.
However, most of the people who use
a home computer do not work very much
at home. Around 8l7o of the people who
use a home computer spend25Vo or less
of their working time working at home.
Available from: SCB Fdrlag. 5-701 89 Orebro.
SV, EN summary.
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Finland
Suomi tletoyhtelskunnaksi -
Kansalllset llnlaukset (Towards an
lnformatlon Soctety ln Flnland -
Natlonal Llnes of Action)
MTNTSTRY OF FTNANCE WORKING GROUP (1994)
This is the final report of a working group
commissioned by the Ministry of Fi-
nance to draw up a national action plan to
help transform Finland into an informa-
tion society. The report argues that, to
start to tackle long-term problems, the
development of information and com-
munication technologies (ICTs) and the
networking of activities using such tech-
nical means is imperative.
Proposed actions are grouped under
the following objectives. Firstly, infor-
mation technologies and networks should
be introduced as major tools for renewing
activities in the business and public sec-
tors. The report argues that there needs to
be a particular emphasis on new database
services, access to networks, messaging
and videotex services, and so on.
Secondly, the information sector
should be developed into an important
branch of industry, with an emphasis on
software production and the develop-
ment and dissemination of new informa-
tion products. The third objective seeks
to improve professional skills in the field
of information and communication tech-
nologies (ICTs), including pilot IT stud-
ies of 'teleuniversities'.
The report presents a fourth objective
which is to provide each citizen with the
basic skills and technical opportunities
for using the services of the information
society. Finally, improvements are sought
in the range of information services,
through well-developed and moderately
priced basic services.
Available from: Ministry of Finance, Box 286,
FIN-00171 Helsinki. FI.
ICCP Reviews of lnformation and
Communication Policles: Flnland
oEcD (1ee2)
This report is the first review of informa-
tion and communications policy under-
taken by the OECD Information, Com-
puters and Communications Policy Com-
mittee (ICCP). It is based on a 1992
survey and provides an outline ofFinnish
policies on information and communica-
tion technologies and their use. It also
discusses issues such as software and
information services development, R&D
and education.
The report argues that Finland has
reached advanced levels of development,
implementation and diffusion of telecom-
munications systems and services. How-
ever, little attention has been paid to the
service sector and how it might benefit
from greater use of IT. This is in contrast
to ambitious national efforts to improve
the economic performance of the manu-
facturing sector, through the use of mod-
ern IT products and concepts.
The report concludes that the effi-
ciency and quality of the Finnish system
of IT training is high. Since 1985, IT
training has been introduced throughout
the education system supported by a pro-
gramme of IT training for teachers. The
report emphasises that the creation of a
national strategy for life-long IT train-
ing, based on extensive co-operation be-
tween the public and private sectors is
essential.
Available from: OECD Publications, 2 rue
Andr6-Pascal,75775 Paris Cedex 16, France. EN.
Tyfiel6imiin laatu la tasa-arvo
(Quality ot Worl<ing Lile and Equality)
LEHTO A M (1991)
This document was prepared as a supple-
ment to a Committee Report on Working
Conditions. It looks at developments in
patterns of work, working conditions and
job satisfaction from 1984 to 1990. The
report considers the effects of new infor-
mation technologies on job content and
working conditions and assesses their
implications for equal opportunities.
Empirical data are taken from surveys on
working conditions, carried out by Sta-
tistics Finland.
The 1984 survey suggested that, for
manual workers, there had been an in-
crease in the number of tasks, which had
become more demanding. As a result,
mental stress in the workplace had in-
creased. Among white collar employees,
there was evidence of increased polarisa-
tion between those in the lower and higher
echelons. For the lower levels, workreor-
ganisation led to a downgrading of skills
as well as to an increase in job dissatis-
faction. On the other hand, there was also
a belief among lower level employees
that their opportunities for training and
job promotion had improved. In respect
of working conditions, IT users were
more likely to feel stressed due to pres-
sures on working time.
The most significant finding from the
1990 survey was that the repetitiveness
of tasks among lower level white collar
employees was no longer associated ex-
clusively with the use of IT. The diffu-
sion of IT brought about increasing au-
tonomy of work for all sections of the
work force.
Statistics Finland, Studies No. 189. Available
from: Statistics Finland, FIN-00022 Helsinki. FI.
The lmpact of New Technology by
Occupatlon and Age on Work in
Flnancla! Firms: A 2-year Follow-Up
HUUHTANEN P, LEINO T (1992)
In this paper, expectations and actual
experiences ofusing new IT applications
were analysed as part of a longitudinal
study carried out between 1985 and 1987.
The srudy covered four banks and two
insurance companies where new inte-
grated and flexible on-line systems were
implemented in the mid-1980s. The sub-
jective assessments of how respondents
thought that they had mastered the appli-
cations were considered.
In general, new IT applications were
thought by users to have increased those
characteristics of work which are impor-
tant for mental well-being. Twelve
months after implementation, the actual
experiences differed significantly be-
tween age groups. Younger employees
felt more able to make use of their abili-
ties and felt more productive; they were
more interested in work; tasks seemed
easier; and they reported an increase in
their ability to organise their work. In
customer services, younger employees
perceived work as being less monoto-
nous. However, it may be that younger
people were able to select the more de-
manding, and therefore less monotonous,
tasks.
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iAs regards the perceptions of em-
ployees of how well they mastered the
apflications, actual experiences were
more positive than expectations. This
was the case for all age groups, but was
most marked amongst young office work-
ers and middle-aged employees in cus-
tomer services. However, the propor-
tions of those who felt they mastered the
applications well were lower in 1987
than in 1985, again for all groups of
employees.
Internationnl Joumal of Human-Computer
Intefoction, Vol 4, No 2, ppl23-142. Available
from: ABLEX Publishing Corporation, 355 Chest-
nut Street, Norwood New Jersey 07648, USA. EN.
Etity6n soveltamlnen
henkll6kohtalsella, tuotanto-
organlsatlon la ty6markklna-
ldrlestelman hsolla. (Applylng
Telework: Vlewpolnts Related to
lndlvlduals, Organlsatlons and
bbour Market Systems)
PEKKOLA J (1es3)
This study of teleworking was carried out
by the Working Environment Depart-
ment of the Ministry of Labour. The
central part of the study is made up of
interviews and an analysis of data from
Finnish Telecom and Nokia and com-
parisons are made with Sweden and the
USA.
The results suggest that, in Finland
and Sweden, the changes associated with
the introduction of teleworking are mainly
beneficial to teleworkers. Teleworking is
usually based on a voluntary arrange-
ment, with job confiacts and pay remain-
ing unchanged. Mental stress appears to
be declining, except where there is a
considerable increase in working hours,
which tends to occur during the initial
stages of teleworking arrangements. Ac-
cording to the case studies, teleworking
leads to an improvement in the content of
work. Furtherrnore, the lack of social
interaction was not felt to be a problem
for teleworkers.
In Finland and Sweden, telework ap-
plications are used mainly by the primary
work force. The typical teleworker is a
skilled, young or middle-aged man in a
white collar occupation. When these
employees move to teleworking, their
working conditions are likely to improve
or remain unchanged. For the peripheral
wofkforce, however, teleworking may
present a threat to employment protec-
tion and social security.
The study concludes by pointing out
that any problems associated with tel-
eworking are in the following areas:
methods of guidance; the costs of infor-
mation systems and equipment; and the
possibility of excessive working hours.
Available from: Ministry of Labour, Publica-
tion Sales, Box 536, FIN-33101 Tampere. FI.
Tletoteknllkka, ty6tehtEvit la lkii
(l nlormatlo n Tech n o I ogy, J ob
Tasks and Age)
HUKKT K, SEPPALA P (1993)
This report presents the results of a sur-
vey on the experiences of using IT. It
focuses on the influences of IT on job
content and stress at work. The survey
was carried out among both IT experts
and employees in three local government
offices in Helsinki.
The results show that staff attitudes
towards IT were mainly positive, as were
their assessments of the inlluence of IT
on theirfuture work. Problems during the
planning and implementation stages of
IT programmes were related mostly to
the way in which changes were intro-
duced, for example, a lack of employee
involvement in the planning phase and
insufficient training in automatic data
processing (ADP).
There was concern about the effects
of the lack of ADP skills among staff
aged over 50. Older staff also reported
problems with frequent changes in IT
work practices and mental stress result-
ing from the increasing difficulty of tasks.
The authors emphasise the vital impor-
tance of a user-oriented, interactive ap-
proach to the planning of information
systems and applications. They also high-
light the importance of giving advance
notice of changes and the need to plan
training so that it takes place near the
time of implemen[ation. The significance
of giving personal advice and support
during the training and implementation
phases is equally emphasised.
Available from: Tyoterveyslaitos (Finnish In-
stitute of Occupational Health), Laajaniityntie I,
FIN-01620 Vantaa. FI.
Thereter*taflvetytltilema,rlrtabntheemploymentlmpliationsotthelncreaslngOtffustan
otlOTsinFtnland.Navefihelws, ir',1994heMtnistryof FinancedrewupanAiahtaction
plan destgned lo mow Flnland ctoser to belng an 'lnformatfon soctety,. The proposed
aation plan wae hcluded in lhe polldcal progrdmme of frte new govemtwftt, and tha
Mtntetry of Flnanca was requlred to prepare a detalted programtnl fot lts tmplErnontatlon
@fiileon l$QSand t997.
Thts natianat aclion plan ls rainforced by the OECD review, which lndiates that
Flnlwd ts among tIre laadlng OECD countries in torms of fhe use ol lCTe Tha report
remnmetdsmoaiutwtfiatcouldextendthescopeot@/mpetifronandsfrnulatefurther
developmenb in ffia ICT industries and soruices.
The arqde by Le?rto /1oolm at fie lmpact ot fT on the quality ot warklng ttle. tt rqons
anfn*reasalna.tnonotnyfarallseofronsafthewo*faraa. Thtalstnthaoontextdagrowfrr .
tn #p number of lT uwis (trdn tTYo of tofil employees ifi 1984, to44o6 fu, twil). There
wera aleo mark@d increases in the use of lT amongst olderamptoyees and thwe in the
pt*ltlc*ector
Ttle follow-up study reported by Hwhtanen and Loino was ffintilrued in one insunnce
company ln t Q93. Thal {unpubllshed) sfrtcly shows that, duing the ssven.year fallow,up
Wdd, dally WU work had lod to an imprcvanant ln the ma#ery of datd appltcafrow, Tfiie
change had not baan apparent one yeat after implementatlan, but beeaml @vidaflt after
ftv*y*arq"
The Pbl*ola study ddfrnes telawork as patd work, pertormad at laast partly thraugh
tha use af !T, away from the tnadftional work place. Accordtng to the 'l ggg Flnntsh Labou(
Farae Suruey, the numbaraf peopleworklng athome using lTwas 14,0A0, anty2,0@of
v'tfiam w6rc ln a farmal enploqent ratatlonshlp. Thereforc, if belng an ofiitoyea ts
inctudad ln tha defrnftton of telowok, the extail of teleworklng ln Flnland ls very small,
The repottby Hukkl and Seppataforms part ot the frrst phase ol a larger research Fnd
develapment proJect canled out at the Flnnlsh lnstltute ol Occupatlonal Health. lts atm la
to develop fiethods ol lT tralning and implementatlon whtch will be duttahlo fot otder
wo*6ro Thls ls of some lmportance, given the growtrt in tha number of oblar workgrs
u$lng lT, Ee reportad W Lehto.
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Greece
HMEPIAA: 'TEXNOAO|IKH
IIOAITIKH KAI A|OPA EP|A>[AE''
(Workshop: Technology Pollcy and
the Labour Market)
TEAM OF EXPERTS (199s)
This volume contains eight papers pre-
sented at a workshop which took place
under the auspices of the European Em-
ployment Observatory's SYSDEM net-
work in May 1995. The contributions
focus on three main topics: industrial
reconstruction and employment/labour
market problems; technology policy and
technology evolution and their impact on
employment; and the training and re-
training of staff in new technologies.
Although all three topics are interest-
ing, the papers onTechnology Evolution
and its Impact on Employment by
Lipovatz-Kremezi and Mandaraka, /n-
dustrial Reconstruction and its Impact
on Inlustrial Workers by Karamesini,
and Technology Policy and Skill Shon-
ages by Papatheodossiou bear specific
relevance to the assessment of the labour
market and policy impact of the increas-
ing use of information and communica-
tion technologies (lCTs).
Lipovatz-Kremezi and Mandaraka ap-
proach the evolution of technology and
the introduction ofnew technologies from
two angles. Firstly, they look at the scale
of the introduction of new technologies
by production sector as well as the kind of
technology introduced. Secondly, they
assess the ways in which new technolo-
gies have influenced labour demand. The
authors look at the food and beverages
sector in particular, and include a large
amount of data.
Karamesini looks at the reconstruc-
tion of Greek industry from the point of
view of technological and organisational
change, and differentiates between the
role of small and larger companies.
The contribution by Papatheosdossiou
highlights the increasing demand for staff
training resulting from the proliferation
ofnew technologies and outlines existing
provision, see Employment Observatory
TRENDS 20.
Available from: Institute of Technological Edu-
cation,56 Sygrou Ave, ll7 42 Athens. GR.
{n Gr#w, tha use of sophistlcated lnformatlon and communtcatian tedtnolaglee {lCTs)
is only slowly encroachlng upon working envlmnments. lnitlal data on the pnvalsnce of
lhe us6 of l#Ts in dlfferent sr.tors of lndustry ara only now begtnnlng to amerga, The
volume wt'Technologty PoW andtho Labour Ma*ef pmvldes a stgnfficant corfitbffion
tofrtlingthagapinGreeklitpratureonissuasregwdlngthe htroduffian dlOTalnGreek
manufa&rtng lndu$rtes. The contrlbr/itons come ilarn sxpartl wffiin sMat paruer
otgetrisafrcaas, aa watl as academtw, whieh help to genamte a broadst pictuta, tt shwtd
be'notedfnatthsfrr'.dtngscannalnecwsarllybegonerullxdaslnsorre c€s6s tfio data
are ba*edon previous sectoral rae@rct|.
Talaworthg and other forms of worl<ing, canlad out lndependenfry of *rc amployefs
locatlan, are *rrenlly not an imwrtant issue ln academic lfterature, afid #raro saerns to
beltfrlelnterestamongemplayarstolntroduceswhfomsdemployment.Thecowtry'$
prtmary aoftcom rafiains with the fastarlng of lnnovatlon through technolagy poltey and
warworce t:ratntng ta adapt to new demands. ln addltion to the inlluencc al lCITg on
productlonproceasesandemplayment,thepaperspresdntedlnthoSYSDEMworl<ahop
d*crtbe tha secondily lnfluence of lCTs on educatlon and tralilng, a$ w6ll as savetal
dimen slow of raglonal devolopment.
The stu$ by Papatheodossiou specifically looks at the use ol lCTs and other
advancad technologles such as Biotechnology, New Matolal Technolow, Envlrunment
Technology and$oon, and also refersto newtechnologiesin a broad senso.The study
not onty autttnes tha lssues and problems, htt also suggasts sotutlons to the prablem of
maming tha rapidly developtng pradudive sectors of the Greek eaonatry, whgre
mdemtsattaneftortsleadtogreaterdemandof advansdafldvarfablesktlls.Thaaimwas
todn*werq$*ettoneruisedWapravlausstudypuillshedbytltolnsdffieotTech*olagtal
Education wffich axamlned tha slfrtaifron boh at nattonal and transnational l6vdl ln Ausilla,
6ircace, !ruta*d and llaly (TfrENDS 20)" The resedrch has halpd to make he conrytent
Mlwawareoftha tmpattaftacf:nalrypotlsl,andtwsassistcdlrtelmplemefitetlafland
fiffu*lan of ftnfrngs thrwgfi the countrt's eduetlon system
TEXNOAOTIKH IIOAITIKH KAI
TEXNOAO|IKH EKNAIAEY>H EE
MIKPEX ANEfITY|MENE>
EONIKE> OIKONOMIE> (AYXTPIA,
EA AAA, OAAANAIA, OINAANAIA)
(Technology Pollcy and
Technologlcal Educatlon ln Small
Developed Natlonal Economles -
Austrla, Greece, Holland, Flnland)
PAPATHEODOSSIOU TH (1 995)
This volume represents the final report of
a study commissioned by the Ministry of
Education which was carried out by the
Institute of Technological Education. The
aim of the study was to investigate the
relationship between technology policy,
the specialisation of the country in sev-
eral production sectors, and technologi-
cal education as the agent responsible for
the training of specialist and highly-
skilled staff.
More specifically, the author exam-
ines the implementation of technology
policy, the bodies responsible for this
task, and the education system. Particu-
lar emphasis is placed on tertiary techno-
logical education, and policy and prac-
tice is compared between Finland, Aus-
tria, the Netherlands and the Greek sys-
tem.
The main purpose of the report is to
examine the rate of specialism of these
countries with regard to specific produc-
tion sectors. The report also looks at the
diffusion of innovation, advanced tech-
nologies, and new production methods,
as well as the correlation ofthese factors
with educational processes and stafftrain-
ing.
Following an analysis of the data, the
author concludes with suggestions which
are mainly concerned with the introduc-
tion of new Departments of Specialisa-
tion at the Technological Educational
Institutes of Greece.
Available from: Institute of Technological Edu-
cation,56 Sygrou Ave. ll7 42 Athens. GR.
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The Netherlands
Barometer Telewerken. Perlodlek
ondgzoek naar de omvang van
telewerken ln Nederland.
Elndrapport (Barometer Tel ework-
lng. Perlodlc Research lnto the
Oocurrence of Teleworklng ln the
Natherlands. Flnal Report)
vAN ASSELDONK Y, OPDAM E (1995)
This report presents the results ofa study
which aimed to assess the prevalence and
disnibution of teleworking in different
sedtors of the Dutch economy. Research-
ers administered a questionnaire to a
sample of 421 enterprises with more tlan
20employees. All economic sectors, with
the exception of agriculture and fishery,
mining, retailing, hotels and bars, were
covered by the survey and firms were
approached four times in the space of two
years.
The findings of the survey show that
teleworking is now predominantly con-
centated in the banking and insurance
sector and in other services (4.7Vo of
workers in these sectors are teleworkers).
The average number of days teleworked
each week varies from one to five days,
but is predominantly restricted to one day
per week. The most common forms of
wOrk canied out by teleworkers are re-
pott writing and financial adminis621io,
tasks. In 1993, l.2%o of all employees in
the Netherlands teleworked; by 1995 this
frgure had ris en to I.57o.In real terms this
means that approximately 75,000 to
90,000 employees telework. Over the
three year survey period teleworking was
practised to varying degrees in 13Vo of
firms.
Available from: Stichting Werkgroep
'2duizend, Heiligenbergerweg 113. 3816 AJ
Amersfoort. NL.
N6derland In de kennlseconomle
(Tha Netherlands ln the Knowledge
Economy)
JAOOBS D (199s)
This paper provides a contribution to the
debate on the competitiveness of the
Dutch economy in an increasingly perva-
siue lonwledge society. In the Nether-
lands much of the debate surrounding the
competitiveness of industry centres
ln Dutch llterature the term irrtormafron $oalety' has been replaced by the expresslon
'Knwrledge Saciety'. Diffarent forms of knwledgs as detlnad ln tha contribution by
Jaco,bsrefartalhewaythatinformafrongenoratodafid@mmuntaatadwlththeasdatance
of new tCTs ls hetng u/lilis@d ln dlfferentarcas (technology, managemant 6W.
The study hy Van Assetfunk and Opdam provides an lnvaluade source af baslc data
on the incidenee of telewoddng ln ffie NEthetldnds whlch are mlsslng in the regular
publlcatione of trrc natronal statlstlcal burcau, Tha resaarch was comml*laned by the
'PlatfonnTelewerken',dnorganlsatlonopera\onalforapetiodolffiraeyearcfromtW2,
whose maln aim was ta promota teleworking. The Platform was dlsmantlfd tn 1995
because of the posltlve developmant in the number of telelurcrrlre,rs. Thls ls regrettabla,
beauae attho ugh he percenbge of employees able to wo* d home thanla to I mproved
teletut $tunlcafions quipment, is small, it would have been !filarestlng t# monttot the
numfur of teleworl@rs. The lnstrwnent devebped by 'gttchtrng Werkgraep 'adulzand',
w-ho arded out thls study, offerc a rclalively atmpte way to.ptovide thts tntormation.
' The debate onfftc competitlvenessofthe Nethetlands*a lmawledge saclegtends
ta foeus on teclrndogtcal innovatlons in the freld ol tndustry. lt ls usually aasumed ffial
serulcdswlllautam*Ecallybanefitkomlnnovatlonsin rolat*dfleldsof lndwlry.Thepaper
by Jacabs quesdonslhe onwway naturE of thi* relatianehip and argues lortbe sfrmulallon
of lnnovation in the sarvlce sactor and the wn#rudlve htagtutlon of dtffarent areas of
Rnowh@e.
Th6 6tudy by Fruytier aN Tlmmerhuis argues that as an informatlon sod#ty wtth
increaslng knwlsdgo lntenelty, tha Natlwtands requlres adtrengthanlng of thefurowl-
edge tnlrastructuto to achWo furtheF e@nofftlc, sostal aN wltutal development. Nlore
attenfronshwldbepaldtoffiedevolopmentandapplimttonof kroudafieandtdrnotogy,
aswollastotbodearstoefingof lnteruontlanprocessas.lttslnereaslnglyaclmowledgod
thatthsdovatopmentanduseof thehum*ncapftaltadortsof prtmofuportancaThlsnot
only nemsdtates the pfuftislng of e*rcatlon and trutn@ wimin organlsatlons but also
the adaptation of natlonal eunlcula to fako affiunt of tachnalagtaal changes. The
development and mobllleation of hunan resourcas ln organtsaflons callstorthe imple-
mentatranotastrutegtcpolloycontainingalementsotlndlvldualcareerdevelopmentand
newwaysof organlsingprafasslonds. Asthetncreadngperuasivengssolheinformatlon
wcloty leads to pogsibilities lor new forms of uwrklng, attenttafr needs to be pald to
ertamat and lntamal tabour ma*d mechernislln* and a trai*ffron WwarAb mora ftextbta
e m Pl oW B nt fi I attawhtps,
Slnce the early elghtles, the impoflance of scterce and technotqy as sourcee of
econamlcgrov,tttandcompetitiwnesshasbeenwtdelyadmowla@edandpolicymal<er*
are lr*ereaslngly $rtvlng to oreate optlmal oonduons for tschnol4gllcal dsvelowefiL
Mlnnd questlans the pravalent aseumptlon that new ldeas aro stlmulat@d by economtc
motfves. Ha stressas that the iryvt of Wflal knowldge in the production pro#s
canslslsrnaintyof ektllddlawledgeandextemalknow-howandtheretaremncludeshat
p@4naRe$,ln*teadof toadngsolelyonsfimulaingtanghlolnyaahnsnll,shauldaltu
atwourage e&tmtiott and inlangible lnve$ffient and in$ove the lqowledge infrwtrua-
ture. lt is hoped that thls tn@ratlan of bdlt the tradlttanal and new vlaws on eculonlc
davelopmentwill make ecanomlc palicy more effecttw,
around the issue of added value. Jacobs
argues that knowledge is one of the main
factors which adds value to goods and
services; this form of added value is
described as directed innovation added
value.He goes on to distinguish between
three kinds of knowledge: technological
knowledge, combination knowledge
(strategic and organisational knowledge)
and market knowledge.'From an organi-
sational point of view, within the area of
combination knowledge a further eleven
layers ofknowledge can be distinguished,
ranging from technologic.al knowledge
to design, integrated values, logistics and
after-sales.
The author also presents the results of
a first attempt to position the Netherlands
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within the knowledge society which
aimed to identify possible bottlenecks.
High labour productivity, the shift to-
wards the production of final consumer
goods, the budget for immaterial invest-
ments and marketing, the growth of the
multi-media sector, elements of manage-
ment quality (eg organisational struc-
ture), and export figures for knowledge
services all seem to indicate a favourable
position for the Netherlands.
Available from: Economisch Statistische
Berichten, Postbls 4224, 300,6 AERotterdam. NL.
Mensen In onderzoek. Het
moblllseren van human resources
ln wetenschapsorganlsatles
(People ln Research. Moblllstng
Human Resources ln Sclentlflc
Organlsations)
FRUYTTER B, TTMMERHUTS V (1995)
Mensen in onderzoek is the final publica-
tion of a large scale research prograrnme
focusing on the changes in working con-
ditions and human resource management
strategies in the University, semi-public,
public and industrial research sector.
Conducted on behalf of the Ministry of
Economic Affairs and the Ministry of
Education between l99l and 1994, the
programme includes 14 case studies which
aim to assess the changes injob content,
personal growth perspectives and focus
of challenges resulting from the increas-
ing knowledge intensity and requirements
of the rapidly developing global infor-
mation society. The case studies reveal a
transformation from a fraditional, uncon-
ditional professional culture to clear,
synergetic and goal-oriented work rela-
tionships.
Available from: Van Gorcum & Comp. B.V.,
Postbus 43,9400 AA Assen. NL.
Onderzoek, ontwlkkellng en andere
lmmaterlEle investeringen ln
Nederland (Research, Development
and Other lnvestments ln the
Netherlands)
M|NNE B (1ees)
Progress in the achievement of an Infor-
mation Society is to a large extent made
possible by investments in research and
development (R&D). The role of this
sector in promoting economic growth
and competitiveness has been highlighted
by the CEC White Paper on Growth,
Competitiveness qnd Employment and is
recognised by national governments. In
this paper, Minne discusses how R&D
expenditure by companies in the Nether-
lands can be integrated into a traditional
macro-economic model in an attempt to
establish the relationship between such
expenditure and competitiveness.
He concludes that for the Netherlands
there is insufFrcient evidence to demon-
strate a robust relationship between R&D
and tangible investment, national profits
and interest rates. It is suggested that this
could be due to the fact that Dutch R&D
firms are not representative of the Dutch
economy as a whole, as almost all R&D
is carried out by multi-nationals such as
Philips, Shell, AKZO Nobel, DSM and
Unilever (607o), 33 Dutch enterprises
(20Vo) and 17 foreign establishments
(L5Vo).T\e25Vo drop in R&D by Philips
is the main reason for the fall in Dutch
business enterprise R&D since 1988.
However, this decrease in nominal Dutch
R&D spending may have been largely
compensated forby a sharp fall in the cost
of R&D. This is indicated by the consid-
erable rise in the number of Dutch patent
applications. The cost of R&D fell due to
the moderate wage rise, enhanced effi-
ciency in the laboratories, and possibly a
better exploitation of know-how.
Available from: Hageman Verpakkers, Postbus
281,2700 AGZnetenneer. NL, EN summary.
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Trends The Employment Observatory of the EuropeanCommission currently produces four series of
regular reports covering different aspects of the
Community's labour market. The Employment
Observatory complements the Commission's "Em-
ployment in Europe" report published annually in
all Union languages.
SYSDEM
Trends
The series on "Trends" contains summaries and analyses of employment developments in the European Union
on the basis of published work (books. reports and scientific papers) throughout the Member States. It
disseminates the information collected by the European System of Documentation on Employment (SYSDEM),
which aims to collect, analyse, synthesise and disseminate available information on employment in the Union.
"Trends" is published quarterly in English, French and German.
Policies
The series inforMISEP "Policies" presents those measures, policies and instruments adopted by the Member
States which are aimed at promoting and improving employment within the European Union. The reports are
compiled on the basis of information provided through the Mutual Information System on Employment Policies
(MISEP). MISEP was created to meet the need for an exchange of information on employment policies and
instifutions within the European Union. A bulletin of recent developments in employment policies is published
quarterly in English, French and German. Basic Information Reports describing the national employment
institutions, measures and procedures in each Member State are updated and published periodically. In addition,
comparative reports on the effects of labour market policy measures will be published at regular intervals.
Research
The "Research" papers present the results of studies on specific themes carried out jointly each year by the
Commission and the Member States. The themes for these studies are chosen by the Commission in consultation
with the Member States and the social partners in the light of the contribution which can be made by the national
co-ordinators and of their relevance for on-going policy analysis. They are published annually in English, French
and German.
Central and Eastern Europe
The "Central and Eastern Europe" bulletin is a recent addition to the Employment Observatory. containing regular
reviews on labour market and social conditions of Central and Eastern Europe. It aims to present up-to-date
information on labour market and social conditions in these countries. It contains not only the latest statistical
labour market indicators, but also analytical articles on employment developments in the six countries currently
covered: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Poland and Romania. It is published twice a year, in
English only at present.
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